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Abstract
Spider is a balloon-borne millimeter-wave telescope designed to study the polarization of
the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB). Spider will map 10% of the full sky with degree-
scale beams to search for the distinctive inflationary gravitational wave signal on angular
scales between 1◦ and 10◦, thereby probing the energy scale of inflation. In its first flight,
Spider will field 2,400 antenna-coupled bolometers split between two bands centered at 93
and 148 GHz. Slot antenna arrays, band-defining microstrip filters, and superconducting
bolometers are all fabricated photolithographically on a shared silicon substrate. Spider’s
detectors are split amongst six monochromatic on-axis refractors in a shared helium-cooled
cryostat. This thesis reviews the design of Spider and its antenna-coupled bolometers, and
details the currently achieved performance of Spider’s receivers.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Today we are able to make precise statements about the age, composition and evolution of
the universe, though the field of physical cosmology was born only a century ago (§1.1). In
1965, the discovery of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB, §1.2), relic radiation from
the early universe, identified a rich source of information that has enabled many advances
in cosmology. The statistical properties of the CMB (§1.3) contain valuable clues about the
makeup of the universe at the time of decoupling, only 400,000 years after the Big Bang.
The standard model for the evolution of the universe includes a brief exponential inflation
of space in the first fraction of a second after the Big Bang (§1.4). Measurements of the
temperature anisotropies of the CMB support the inflationary paradigm and have tightly
constrained many of the parameters of the standard model (§1.5). The CMB is polarized
by several mechanisms (§1.6). Polarized galactic emission (§1.7) acts as a foreground to
the CMB signal, distinguishable by its unique spectral signature. Gravitational waves
predicted by inflationary theories generate a faint but distinctive CMB polarization pattern.
A detection of this polarization signature would provide very strong evidence supporting
the theory of inflation and probe the epoch of inflation itself.
1.1 The Beginning of Physical Cosmology
Throughout history people all over the world have asked questions and developed stories
to frame their experiences. What is the universe made up of, and how did it come to be
this way? For thousands of years, these questions were only answerable in the spheres of
philosophy and religion.
2Bringing Together Space and Time
Modern physical cosmology theory has its roots in Albert Einstein’s general theory of rel-
ativity, first published in 1915. General relativity is a generalization of special relativity,
folding the three dimensions of space and one dimension of time into a four-dimensional
space-time. Gravity falls out of the theory as a natural geometrical consequence. Einstein’s
paradigm was elegant and testable, and carried cosmology into the realm of true science.
General relativity explained the discrepancy between previous calculations based on
Newtonian gravity and the measured precession of the perihelion of Mercury. In 1919 Sir
Arthur Eddington and his collaborators mapped stars positioned near the Sun during a
total solar eclipse. General relativity predicts the bending of light due to the curvature of
space time around massive objects (here, the Sun). The measured apparent locations of the
stars were offset in accordance with the predictions of general relativity [41]. For the past
century, general relatively has successfully stood up to increasingly precise measurements
of its various predictions, including the gravitational redshift of light, gravitational lensing,
and time dilation. For example, the Cassini project announced in 2003 that the frequency
shift of radio signals sent between the spacecraft and Earth, due to the gravitational well
of the Sun, agreed with the predictions of general relativity to 0.002% [15].
Seeing Beyond the Milky Way
In the early 1900s, women were not granted access to telescope time. Henrietta Leavitt [14],
a graduate of the college that would become known as Radcliffe, was one of several bright
women hired at Harvard as human “computers.” These women were paid $10.50 per week
to sort through photographic plates to count and catalog the brightness of stars. Leavitt
studied Cepheid variable stars, young bright stars whose luminosity varies cyclically. She
examined Cepheids in the Andromeda nebula (all at similar distance) and discovered a
simple relationship between the stars’ maximal brightnesses and periods [80]. Measuring
the period of a Cepheid gives the luminosity of the star, which can be compared to the
measured brightness to find the distance. Previously, astronomical distances had only been
measured by biannual triangulation, which was limited by telescope angular resolution.
Leavitt realized that Cepheids could be used as standard candles to measure much larger
distances with better precision.
3In the 1920s Edwin Hubble began using the Hooker telescope on Mount Wilson just north
of Pasadena, California, then the biggest telescope in the world. Applying Leavitt’s period-
luminosity relationship to Cepheids that he observed in several spiral nebulae, he made the
first demonstration of objects definitely outside of our galaxy [62]. His announcement to the
American Astronomical Society on New Years Day in 1925 expanded the known universe
beyond the Milky Way and ushered in a new era in cosmology.
In the early 1910s, Vesto Slipher examined the spectroscopic features of spiral galax-
ies [111]. He was surprised to find that the galaxies were moving at hundreds of kilometers
per second relative to earth (about 25 times the average stellar velocity, he noted). Slipher’s
work demonstrated that spectroscopy was a valuable tool for measuring the large radial ve-
locities of galaxies using the Doppler shift. Slipher reported the velocities of fifteen galaxies.
All but three were receding.
Big Bang Controversy
In the early 1920s Alexander Friedmann showed that general relativity does not generically
predict the static universe put forth by Einstein [46, 47]. In general, the curvature of the
universe can be time dependent and the universe may expand or contract. Friedmann’s
equations and conclusions were independently derived by Georges Lemaˆıtre in the late
1920s [81, 82]. Lemaˆıtre described a homogenous universe of constant mass and increasing
radius. This accounted for the observed preponderance of galaxies receding from our own.
In 1929, Hubble demonstrated a positive linear relation between the distance to nearby
galaxies (measured using Cepheids) and their radial velocities (measured spectroscopically
using redshift) [61]. The combination of this relation (“Hubble’s law”) with the Cosmolog-
ical Principle (an assumption of homogeneity and isotropy on large scales) implies that the
universe is expanding.
Assuming that the universe has been expanding monotonically and that it obeys energy
conservation laws, it must have begun with a small hot singularity at the the beginning of
time. In 1949 Fred Hoyle coined the phrase “Big Bang” in reference to this singularity [59].
Hoyle preferred a Steady State theory, which obeyed the Perfect Cosmological Principal
(homogeneity and isotropy in both space and time). Steady State theorists believed that
the universe had no beginning or end, and that a constant creation of matter and energy
maintained the expanding universe in a steady state (not changing statistically over time).
4The debate between Big Bang theory and Steady State theory was a central dialog in
cosmology until the 1965 publication of the discovery of the Cosmic Microwave Background,
relic radiation from the hot Big Bang.
1.2 Discovery of the Cosmic Microwave Background
In the moments after the Big Bang, the plasma that filled the universe was too hot for
electrons and protons to bind together to form hydrogen. Free electrons were prevalent and
frequently interacted with photons through Thomson scattering. The mean free path of
photons was short enough that conditions could be approximated as those of thermodynamic
equilibrium, so the radiation field had a blackbody spectrum [4]. The expansion of the
universe has since continuously decreased both its temperature and its matter density.
Approximately 400,000 years after the Big Bang, at redshift z ≈ 1100, the matter and
radiation temperature had cooled sufficiently to favor the formation of neutral hydrogen
and helium atoms [99]. This era is (deceptively) named recombination. The density of free
electrons quickly diminished. When the average time between photon scatterings became
comparable to the age of the universe, the universe became suddenly very transparent
to radiation. Radiation decoupled from matter. This primordal radiation, the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB), has permeated space largely undisturbed since decoupling.
The CMB is now redshifted into the microwave band by the expansion of the universe.
In 1948, Alpher and Herman predicted that the CMB would permeate the universe today
with a blackbody spectrum at 5 K [5]. Unaware of this previous calculation, in 1964 at
Princeton University Dicke and Peebles forecast a temperature of 10 K for the CMB, and
their colleagues Roll and Wilkinson set out to find experimental evidence of its existence.
Simultaneously at Bell Labs, Penzias and Wilson were studying atmospheric noise with a
large horn reflector antenna used to communicate with the Telstar satellite. Measuring
at a wavelength of 7.35 cm, they picked up 3.5 ± 1 K of excess radiation that was found
to be isotropic, unpolarized, and free from seasonal variation within their limits. Unable
to explain this signal, they thoroughly cleaned and tested their equipment. Penzias then
came across the Peebles calculation and contacted Dicke. Penzias and Wilson had acci-
dentally scooped the Princeton group of the experimental confirmation for their theoretical
calculations, and they later received the Nobel Prize for their discovery. In 1965, Astro-
5physical Journal Letters published, side-by-side, letters from the Princeton group [37] and
the Bell Labs group [100]. The following year Roll and Wilkinson at Princeton, measuring
at a wavelength of 3.2 cm, published flux results consistent with blackbody radiation at
3.0± 0.5 K [106].
The COBE satellite, launched in 1989, carried several experiments to study the CMB.
The FIRAS experiment measured its spectrum over a broad frequency range. The data
mapped out the curve of a black body with temperature 2.725± 0.002 K [92]. The COBE
anisotropy experiment, called DMR, found the CMB to be greatly isotropic [113]. Tem-
perature anisotropies are usually decomposed into spherical harmonics (§1.3). The dipole
term is dominated by the Earth’s motion relative to the Hubble Flow and is irrelevant to
cosmological anisotropy considerations. The small size of the remaining observed tempera-
ture anisotropy (ΔT/T ≈ 10−5) excluded models that claimed that the CMB had a galactic
source or random distribution of sources. This was a solid confirmation of Big Bang theory
to the exclusion of Steady State theories.
1.3 CMB Statistics
The statistical properties of the CMB are a fruitful testing ground for cosmological theories.
I here review the standard mathematical framework for quantifying CMB temperature and
polarization statistics. Throughout this section I follow Kamionkowski et al. [68].
The Stokes Parameters
Polarization is conventionally defined in terms of the Stokes parameters. A linearly (plane)
polarized electromagnetic wave has an oscillating electric field at a fixed azimuthal angle to
the direction of propagation. A wave with two perpendicular components of equal amplitude
that are out of phase by 90◦ is called a circularly polarized wave. For a monochromatic
wave propagating along the z-axis, linear polarization can be described by
E = Ex cos (ωt− θx)xˆ+ Ey cos (ωt− θy)yˆ . (1.1)
6Polarization is completely quantified using the Stokes parameters (〈〉 denotes a time aver-
age):
I ≡ 〈|Ex|2 + |Ey|2〉 , (1.2a)
Q ≡ 〈|Ex|2 − |Ey|2〉 , (1.2b)
U ≡ 2〈|Ex||Ey| cos (θx − θy)〉 , and (1.2c)
V ≡ 2〈|Ex||Ey| sin (θx − θy)〉 . (1.2d)
The Stokes parameters have units of power and are additive for an incoherent superposition
of waves. The parameter I represents the intensity of the radiation and is positive definite.
It is the most commonly observed parameter, and in this case is simply proportional to the
temperature of the CMB. The other three parameters quantify the polarization state, with
Q = U = V = 0 for unpolarized radiation. Stokes Q and U measure linear polarization
along axes rotated 45◦ with respect to one another. The parameter V quantifies circular
polarization, which is expected to be zero for the CMB because, by symmetry, Thomson
scattering processes can never produce any net circular polarization.
The orthogonal modes of linear polarization given by Q and U are dependent on the
defined orientations of the x- and y-axes. The orientations are defined by the International
Astronomical Union (IAU) convention. Taking the definitions of Q and U from Equation 1.2
and rotating the x–y plane through an angle φ gives new values for Q and U :
Q′ = Q cos(2φ) + U sin(2φ) , and (1.3a)
U ′ = −Q sin(2φ) + U cos(2φ) . (1.3b)
It is easy to show that Q′2 + U ′2 = Q2 + U2, so Q2 + U2 is invariant under axis rotation.
We can define the amplitude and orientation of the polarization:
P ≡
√
Q2 + U2 , and (1.4a)
α ≡ 1
2
tan−1
U
Q
. (1.4b)
The angle α defines a constant orientation parallel to the electric field of the wave. The
orientation α does not have a direction, but rather describes the plane in which the electric
7Figure 1.1: Example of a polarization and temperature map, from the B2K experiment [90].
field oscillates. Polarization maps are usually plotted as headless vectors with amplitude P
and orientation angle α (see, for example, Figure 1.1).
The Harmonic Functions
The cosmological information encoded in the CMB is in the spatial correlations of the Stokes
parameters. To quantify correlations in intensity at various angular scales, we decompose
the temperature anisotropy scalar field into the spherical harmonics Ylm(θ, φ),
T (θ, φ)
T0
= 1 +
∞∑
l=1
l∑
m=−l
aTlmYlm(θ, φ). (1.5)
Polarization is described by a 2 × 2 symmetric and trace-free tensor field. We construct it
in spherical polar coordinates as
Pab(θ, φ) = 12
⎛
⎝ Q(θ, φ) −U(θ, φ) sin θ
−U(θ, φ) sin θ −Q(θ, φ) sin2 θ
⎞
⎠ . (1.6)
8The polarization tensor can be decomposed into an orthonormal basis of tensor harmonics,
Pab(θ, φ)
T0
=
∞∑
l=2
l∑
m=−l
[
aElmY
E
lm(θ, φ) + a
B
lmY
B
lm(θ, φ)
]
, (1.7)
where the coefficients are given by
aElm =
1
T0
∫ ∫
sinφdθdφ Pab(θ, φ) Y Elm(θ, φ)
∗
, and (1.8a)
aBlm =
1
T0
∫ ∫
sinφdθdφ Pab(θ, φ) Y Blm(θ, φ)
∗
. (1.8b)
The harmonics are
Y Elm(θ, φ) =
√
2(l − 2)!
(l + 2)!
⎛
⎝ Wlm(θ, φ) Xlm(θ, φ) sin θ
Xlm(θ, φ) sin θ −Wlm(θ, φ) sin2 θ
⎞
⎠ , and (1.9a)
Y Blm(θ, φ) =
√
2(l − 2)!
(l + 2)!
⎛
⎝ −Xlm(θ, φ) Wlm(θ, φ) sin θ
Wlm(θ, φ) sin θ Xlm(θ, φ) sin2 θ
⎞
⎠ , (1.9b)
with
Wlm(θ, φ) = 2
(
∂
∂θ2
− l(l − 1)
)
Ylm(θ, φ), and (1.10a)
Xlm(θ, φ) =
2im
sin θ
(
∂
∂θ
− cot θ
)
Ylm(θ, φ). (1.10b)
The Y Elm and Y
B
lm tensor harmonics (Equations 1.9a,b) form a complete basis. Figure 1.2
shows examples of maps containing only Y Elm harmonics or only Y
B
lm harmonics. The Y
E
lm
harmonics are called E-modes and the Y Blm harmonics are called B-modes, in analogy to
curl-free electric (E) and divergence-free magnetic (B) fields.
Figure 1.2: Left : Two examples of purely E-mode patterns. Right : Two examples of purely
B-mode patterns.
9Power Spectra
Assuming Gaussianity, the axlm coefficients are independent normal random variables with
zero mean and variance Cxxl . The coefficients carry information only in their statistics,
and we capture all of the relevant information in the power spectra (Cxxl ) and cross power
spectra (Cxyl ) given by
Temperature : 〈(aTl′m′)∗(aTlm)〉 = δl′,lδm′,mCTTl , (1.11a)
E-mode : 〈(aEl′m′)∗(aElm)〉 = δl′,lδm′,mCEEl , (1.11b)
B-mode : 〈(aBl′m′)∗(aBlm)〉 = δl′,lδm′,mCBBl , (1.11c)
TE Cross: 〈(aTl′m′)∗(aElm)〉 = δl′,lδm′,mCTEl , (1.11d)
TB Cross: 〈(aTl′m′)∗(aBlm)〉 = δl′,lδm′,mCTBl , (1.11e)
EB Cross: 〈(aEl′m′)∗(aBlm)〉 = δl′,lδm′,mCEBl , (1.11f)
where the angle brackets (〈〉) denote an average over all realizations. Assuming isotropy,
the power spectra are a function of l only (not of m).
The TT spectrum is the power in the temperature anisotropy, EE is the power in the
E-mode polarization, TE is the correlation between temperature and E-mode polarization,
and BB is the B-mode polarization. The remaining polarization spectrum combinations
(TB, EB) have no expected cosmological signal.
1.4 Inflation Theory
Inflation theory came in to prominence in the early 1980s as an add-on to Big Bang the-
ory. Alan Guth, the originator of inflation theory [54], wrote a very nice book [55] that
includes an easy-to-read introduction to the theory entwined in a narrative describing its
development. Detailed examination revealed that the details of Guth’s original inflation
model were problematic. In 1982 his model was replaced by a new inflation model due to
Andrei Linde [86] and to Andreas Albrecht and Paul Steinhardt [3]. Linde wrote a technical
book [87] systematically describing this theory and its place in cosmology and in particle
physics. The open literature is rich with discussion of inflationary models, and inflation
theory is included in all comprehensive modern cosmology textbooks (e.g., [122, 29]). Lid-
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dle and Lyth have written a particularly helpful text [84]. Given the number of quality
references available on inflation theory, I will only briefly summarize its key points here.
Inflation is commonly described as the slow roll of one or more scalar fields down a
potential hill. The scalar field responsible for inflation is called the inflaton. Models with
one scalar field are known as “single-field” and models that combine more than one scalar
field are given the name “hybrid.” During inflation, the energy density of the universe
is dominated by the vacuum energy of the scalar field. This energy is associated with a
negative pressure which, according to general relativity, produces a repulsive gravitational
field that drives an exponential expansion of space. The particle horizon at any given time
is the distance to the furthest point that light could have travelled from since the beginning
of time. During inflation, space expands so quickly that regions of space that were once
visible to each other are accelerated apart and out of each other’s horizons.
The theoretically proposed inflationary epoch began around t ≈ 10−35 s and lasted only
about 10−33 or 10−32 seconds before the scalar field settled into a stable potential well. The
amount of inflation is typically quantified by the logarithmic growth of the scale factor,
N = ln (a(tend)/a(tinitial)). Resolving the horizon and flatness problems (described below)
requires N  60, corresponding to a linear scaling factor of at least 1026 [20].
Motivations for Inflation Theory
Inflation is an essential element of the standard model of cosmology, and has developed
and thrived over a couple of decades. In this section I justify our interest in pursuing
experimental examination of inflation by explaining some of the motivations for the theory.
COBE revealed that the CMB is nearly perfectly isotropic over the whole sky. This
isotropy on large angular scales poses a serious problem for cosmology. It implies that
the radiation temperature was nearly uniform across the entire surface of last scattering.
However, without inflation the horizon during the epoch of last scattering (at redshift
zls  1100) subtends an angle of only about 1.6◦ on the sky today [122]. Why do we
observe such strong homogeneity of causally disconnected regions? Inflation solves this
problem, because it implies that the entire observable universe grew from a tiny volume of
space that had sufficient time to thermalize before inflation.
Neglecting the cosmological constant because it has played a dominant role only in very
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recent cosmological history, the Friedmann equations give
(
Ω−1 − 1) ρa2 = −3kc2
8πG
(a constant), (1.12)
where Ω is the (time-dependent) ratio of the mean density to the critical density (ρ/ρc),
a is the time-dependent expansion scale factor, and k is −1, 0, or +1 depending on the
shape of the universe (closed, flat, or open). Following an otherwise standard model but
excluding inflation, we can easily extrapolate the evolution of ρ and a through the radiation-
dominated (ρ ∝ a−4) and matter-dominated (ρ ∝ a−3) periods back to early times. Doing
so, we infer that ρa2 would have decreased by about 1060 since the Planck era (tP  G/c5 
10−43 s) [29]. Therefore, in this inflationless model, (Ω(tP )− 1) ≈ 10−60(Ω0 − 1). Current
constraints show that |Ω0 − 1|  0.01 [73], implying that
|Ω(tP )− 1|  10−62 (very small!). (1.13)
This is considered a “fine tuning” problem. Without inflation there is no physical reason
why the primordial density of the observable universe should have been so carefully tuned
to the critical density or, equivalently, why the kinetic term of the expansion of the universe
should be so carefully balanced with the gravitational term.
An epoch of inflation in the early universe alleviates this problem. During inflation, the
scale factor a grows exponentially. Thus, regardless of any primordial deviation from the
critical density, the length scales of the resulting curvature are much larger than the size
of the observable universe. The observable universe should therefore appear to be almost
exactly flat, as it does.
Typical Grand Unified Theories (GUTs) imply the existence of magnetic monopoles
which formed at the symmetry breaking that occurred when the primordial universe cooled
below the characteristic GUT energy scale. These heavy and stable monopoles are believed
to have existed in great abundance. Without inflation, one would expect the current mag-
netic monopole relic abundance to be on the order of or greater than that of baryons [29].
This density has been very strongly excluded by experiment. In fact, at present there is
no reproducible evidence for the existence of monopoles [23]. Inflationary cosmologies ex-
plain this apparent discrepancy because inflation, which occurred after the formation of
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monopoles, would have very substantially diluted their concentration. This dilution effect
also explains the lack of observational evidence for other predicted relics of a hot Big Bang,
like gravitinos.
The greatest triumph of inflationary models is that they provide a causal source for
the inhomogeneity of the universe and make distinct predictions about the formation of
structure. Quantum fluctuations about the vacuum state produced small perturbations
away from homogeneity in the early universe. Treating these fluctuations as small linear
perturbations, 0th-order homogeneity implies that they can be simply broken down in to
Fourier modes with no spatial dependence and no coupling between modes. The Fourier co-
efficients have a Gaussian probability distribution with zero average but nonzero variance in
each mode [21]. Normally quantum fluctuations do not manifest macroscopically. However,
during inflation space expanded so quickly that fluctuations were stretched to scales larger
than the horizon scale and quantum fluctuations grew to become macroscopic real density
perturbations. After inflation, the expansion of the universe slowed. As it did, modes began
to reenter the horizon and to set the initial conditions for the formation of the large-scale
structure that we see today in the universe.
The power spectrum of quantum fluctuations was scale invariant (exhibiting equal fluctu-
ation power on all length scales). Classical exponential expansion during inflation preserves
scale invariance. However, the transition out of the inflationary epoch would have caused
the scalar spectral index (ns) to deviate from unity (invariance). For slow roll models of
inflation, the deviation would be small. This interesting prediction has been supported by
WMAP which, combined with other cosmological data, measures ns = 0.968± 0.012 [73].
1.5 CMB Temperature Anisotropies
As density perturbations reentered the horizon after inflation, they began to undergo acous-
tic oscillations driven by competition between gravity and photon pressure. Oscillations
occurred on all length scales within the horizon. Fourier modes with wavelengths exceeding
the horizon scale did not oscillate because they were not causally connected.
When radiation decoupled from matter 400,000 years later, the radiation (now the CMB)
carried away a snapshot of the density perturbations at the moment of decoupling. There
is a great deal of cosmological information in the statistics of these perturbations. In fact,
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isotropy and homogeneity assumptions imply that all of the cosmological information in the
CMB is contained in the power spectra (defined in §1.3).
The temperature anisotropy power spectrum (CTTl ) exhibits a series of peaks at the
physical length scales associated with acoustic modes that were at amplitude maxima at
the time of decoupling. The strongest peak in the power spectrum corresponds to the
acoustic mode that had evolved through one quarter of an oscillation period into a state of
maximal compression. This peak is found on degree scales, approximately the angular size
of the horizon at decoupling. The next peak corresponds to the mode that had undergone
three quarters of an oscillation. Between the peaks, troughs in the power spectrum are
associated with acoustic modes at their velocity maxima.
In the late 1990s, TOCO [94] isolated the peak of the primary CMB anisotropy. At the
turn of the century the first flight of the BOOMERanG balloon-borne telescope measured
the first two peaks of the CMB temperature anisotropy power spectrum [78]. Quickly
after, MAXIMA [104] mapped the first three peaks. The measured angular size of the
primary anisotropy was consistent with that expected for cold dark matter models in a flat
(Euclidean) universe [34].
Since the discovery of the CMB, many experiments have been fielded to tap the wealth
of cosmological information it contains. Physical cosmologists are now able to evaluate the-
oretical models, constrain parameters, and make precise statements about the composition
and history of the universe. Evidence from a variety of experiments supports a standard
model of the universe called the ΛCDM model. The standard model is described in text-
books and throughout the open literature, so I will not summarize it here. The reader
will note that experimental evidence is already sufficient to precisely constrain many of the
parameters of the standard model to at least two significant digits (see, for example, [73]).
1.6 CMB Polarizing Mechanisms
Experiments are becoming increasingly sensitive to the polarization of the CMB, which
contains unique cosmological information but is more than an order of magnitude weaker
than the temperature anisotropy. The CMB is polarized by several mechanisms, which I
summarize in this section. For further discussion I recommend the excellent review by Hu
and White [60].
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Figure 1.3: Left : The scattering plane is a natural reference frame for a single scattering
event. Right : A fixed reference frame. Radiation is incident on the scatterer from all
directions (φ, θ).
Thomson Scattering of Quadrupole Moments
The CMB is polarized because Thomson scattering has a polarization dependent cross
section. At a scattering site the wave vectors of the incident radiation (ki) and scattered
radiation (ks) establish a natural frame of reference. In Figure 1.3a I define the scattering
axis sˆ ‖ ks, the tangential axis tˆ ⊥ ki, ks, and the radial axis rˆ ⊥ sˆ, tˆ. The unpolarized
incident beam can be modeled as the independent superposition of two linearly polarized
beams of equal intensity. One is polarized along the tangential axis and the other in the
plane of scattering.
Ei,1 ‖ tˆ (1.14a)
Ei,2 ‖ rˆ cosφ+ sˆ sinφ (1.14b)
Each polarized incident beam forces the particle to oscillate and emit scattered radiation
( Es,1 and Es,2). Applying the dipole approximation,
Es,1 ∝ sˆ×
(
sˆ×
(
Ei,1
))
∝ tˆ, (1.15a)
Es,2 ∝ sˆ×
(
sˆ×
(
Ei,2
))
∝ rˆ cosφ. (1.15b)
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One scattered beam is linearly polarized in tˆ and the other in sˆ. The power in each scattered
beam is proportional to E2, so
(
dP
dΩ
)
r
= cos2 φ
(
dP
dΩ
)
t
. (1.16)
Though the incident beam was completely unpolarized, the scattered beam is polarized
along the tangential axis tˆ with a polarization fraction
Πt =
1− cos2 φ
1 + cos2 φ
. (1.17)
Let us now consider the more general case, where unpolarized radiation impinges on
the scatter site from all directions with intensity I(φ, θ), where φ and θ are defined by
Figure 1.3b. In this new coordinate system,
Ei,1 ‖ xˆ sin θ + yˆ cos θ, (1.18a)
Ei,2 ‖ xˆ cos θ cosφ+ yˆ sin θ cosφ+ zˆ sinφ, (1.18b)
scatter in to
Es,1 ∝ zˆ ×
(
zˆ ×
(
Ei,1
))
∝ xˆ sin θ + yˆ cos θ, (1.19a)
Es,2 ∝ zˆ ×
(
zˆ ×
(
Ei,2
))
∝ xˆ cos θ cosφ+ yˆ sin θ cosφ. (1.19b)
Adding the power (P ∝ E2) of these two beams and separating them into components
polarized in xˆ and yˆ gives
(
dP
dΩ
)
x
∝
∫ 2π
0
dθ
∫ π
0
sinφ dφ I(φ, θ)
(
sin2 θ + cos2 θ cos2 φ
)
, (1.20a)(
dP
dΩ
)
y
∝
∫ 2π
0
dθ
∫ π
0
sinφ dφ I(φ, θ)
(
cos2 θ + sin2 θ cos2 φ
)
. (1.20b)
The polarization fraction along the x-axis is
Πx =
(
dP
dΩ
)
x
− (dPdΩ)y(
dP
dΩ
)
x
+
(
dP
dΩ
)
y
=
∫ 2π
0 dθ
∫ π
0 sinφ dφ I(φ, θ)
(
sin2 θ − cos2 θ) sin2 φ∫ 2π
0 dθ
∫ π
0 sinφ dφ I(φ, θ) (1 + cos
2 φ)
. (1.21)
As we expect given symmetry, Πx = 0 for I(φ, θ) = I(φ).
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Examining the spherical harmonics,
When I(φ, θ) = I0Y ml (φ, θ),
Πx = 0 ∀ l except l = 2. (1.22)
Scalar (Y 02 ), vector (Y
±1
2 ) and tensor (Y
±2
2 ) quadrupoles polarize scattered radiation.
Inflation models predict that both scalar and tensor perturbations were present when CMB
photons last scattered at decoupling.
Scalar (Density) Perturbations at Decoupling
The density perturbations present in the early universe oscillated acoustically (§1.5). Bulk
flows blueshifted radiation in the reference frame of scatterers. Blueshifting generated Y 02
(scalar) quadrupolar moments in incident power at scattering sites, slightly polarizing the
scattered radiation. The expansion of the universe damps vorticity, so bulk flows occurred
radially in and out of underdense and overdense regions. The axial symmetry of Y 02 har-
monics implies that scattering of these modes produced a purely E-mode pattern with no
B-modes. This mechanism is responsible for the dominant CMB polarization signal on
angular scales smaller than 10◦ (with rms ∼ 10 μK).
Because this polarizing mechanism is associated with the velocity component of the
oscillations, the polarization power spectrum is 90◦ out of phase with the temperature power
spectrum. Measurements of this signal provide an independent test of the standard model,
break existing degeneracies and strengthen constraints on model parameters. In 2002 the
Degree Angular Scale Interferometer (DASI) made the first detection of the polarization of
the CMB [74]. The EE polarization power spectrum, measured in the range 300 ≤ l ≤ 450,
was consistent with theoretical predictions. BICEP [27] and QUAD [53] now provide the
strongest measurements at degree and subdegree scales respectively (Figure 1.4).
Tensor (Gravitational Wave) Perturbations at Decoupling
Tensor perturbations generated by inflation are called inflationary gravitational waves.
They are created at some level in all inflationary models. Just like scalar (density) perturba-
tions, tensor perturbations on progressively larger physical length scales reenter the horizon
as it expands after inflation. Once they do they begin to redshift and decay. Therefore, the
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effect of inflationary gravitational waves on the CMB should be strongest on angular scales
larger than the horizon size at the time of decoupling (∼1◦).
Gravitational waves created tensor quadrupole moments (Y ±22 ) in the frame of scatterers
at the time of decoupling by alternately stretching and compressing the wavelengths of
photons propagating orthogonally to each other. Thomson scattering of this quadrupole
generates both E- and B-mode polarization (in equal amount). Because scalar perturbations
do not produce B-modes, B-mode polarization at large angular scales on the sky constitutes
a unique signature of gravitational waves generated during inflation [67].
The relative amplitude of the gravitational wave signal is quantified by the tensor-to-
scalar ratio r, which is given by [83]
rl =
Cl(grav)
Cl(density)
, (1.23)
where the Cl(grav)’s correspond to the gravitational wave polarization signal and the Cl(density)’s
correspond to the CMB polarization generated by the dominant mechanism. The depen-
dence of rl on l is expected to be fairly weak, and a single value r is frequently defined using
the ratio at the quadrupole (l = 2).
The tensor-to-scalar ratio r and the scalar spectral index ns are directly related to
parameters that describe the inflationary scalar potential [72]. A measurement of r would
therefore not only confirm inflation theory, but would act to distinguish between different
inflationary models and to probe the physics of the inflationary epoch [11].
As of this writing, the B-mode signal has not been detected. Currently, Keisler et al. [71]
sets the best published constraint on r (r < 0.17 at 95% confidence). This comes from the
combination of SPT and WMAP data with distance measurements from baryon acoustic
oscillations and current constraints on the Hubble constant. This constraint comes mostly
from measurements of the tensor contribution to CMB temperature anisotropies at large
scales. BICEP places the strongest published constraint based on measurement of CMB
polarization (Figure 1.4). They find r < 0.73 at 95% confidence [27].
Our current measurements of cosmological parameters provide some constraints on infla-
tionary theories, but theories can still be constructed that produce a broad range of r values
including values that are too small to ever be detectable. However, the simplest inflation
models at GUT-scale energies forecast a tensor-to-scalar ratio that is large enough to be
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detected with the next generation of CMB polarization experiments (r > 0.01, equivalent
to 10s or 100s of nanoKelvin rms) [20].
Rescattering at Reionization
After recombination, hydrogen in the universe was largely neutral and thus transparent to
radiation. Stars had not yet formed. For hundreds of millions of years radiation was nei-
ther emitted nor scattered at significant levels except at characteristic hydrogen absorption
energies. This period is known as the cosmic “Dark Ages.”
An expanding universe full of neutral hydrogen presents an opaque barrier to ultraviolet
photons emitted with energies above 10.2 eV, the rest frame Lyman-α energy. Over time
photons that start out with energies above 10.2 eV are redshifted down and then promptly
absorbed. Even a very small residual of neutral hydrogen presents a formidable absorption
barrier. The absence of the resulting Gunn-Peterson absorption trough in quasar spectra
at redshift z < 6 is strong evidence that intergalactic hydrogen went through a period of
reionization and is now almost entirely ionized. In 2001, two separate detections were made
of z > 6 quasars demonstrating a Gunn-Peterson trough [38, 12]. This places the tail end
of the reionization process around z = 6.
The Dark Ages were ended by the formation of luminous compact objects capable of
emitting enough energy to ionize hydrogen on large scales. It is still uncertain what kinds
of objects were the dominant source of this power. Leading theories favor Population III
stars (never observed) as the primary catalysts for reionization [6, 8]. The details of this
important transitional epoch are still poorly understood.
Since the universe reionized, some fraction of the CMB radiation has scattered off of
the (now) free electrons. This rescattering produces several measurable effects. The most
dramatic of these is a distinctive peak in the polarization power spectrum at angular scales
larger than 10◦ generated by the Thomson scattering of the intrinsic local CMB temperature
quadrupole incident on scattering sites at the time of reionization [69]. The amplitude of this
peak is proportional to the square of τ , the optical depth to reionization. In a model with
no reionization, the correlated CMB polarization signal at large angles would be negligible.
WMAP has detected the reionization feature at 5.5σ with τ = 0.088 ± 0.015 [79]. In
instantaneous reionization models this implies zreion = 11.0 ± 1.4. Interestingly, this rules
out a simple sudden reionization at zreion ≈ 6, and suggests an extended period of partial
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ionization. Planck’s deep full sky polarization measurements will greatly improve our
understanding of this important epoch.
Gravitational Lensing
Large concentrations of mass curve space time and act as lenses bending the paths of pho-
tons. Gravitational lensing of CMB E-mode polarization distorts the polarization pattern
and produces a small signal on the sky that includes B-modes as well as E-modes [125]. This
is expected to be the dominant source of B-mode signal at small angular scales, peaking
around 10’. Experiments that probe deeply with high resolution (like SPTpol [93]) will
be best equipped to characterize the lensing B-mode signal. The power spectrum of the
B-mode lensing spectrum depends on the matter power spectrum. Measurements of the
lensing signal will be used to probe the matter distribution, the sum of the neutrino masses
and the dark energy equation of state [36, 112].
1.7 Polarized Foregrounds
Polarized galactic foreground emission dominates over the CMB B-mode signal on average
over the full sky [40, 119]. At microwave frequencies synchrotron radiation, dust emission
and free-free emission (bremsstrahlung) are the relevant diffuse foregrounds [40]. Dust is
dominant above around 90 GHz and synchrotron dominates at lower frequencies. Free-free
emission is subdominant to dust and synchrotron at all frequencies. The Earth’s atmosphere
is expected to exhibit negligible linear polarized emission from a balloon-based observing
platform [57].
Dust in the interstellar medium of our galaxy emits blackbody radiation modified by a
frequency-dependent emissivity. Dust grains (carbonaceous material and silicate minerals)
are not spherical and preferentially align themselves with the galactic magnetic field. This
alignment causes their emission to be polarized [44, 39]. Polarized dust emission was first
measured by ARCHEOPS [13], which found a polarization fraction of 4%–5% across much
of the galaxy with some regions exhibiting polarization fractions as high as 10%–20%.
Polarized dust has not been sensitively mapped across the full sky and the parameters
of polarized dust emission are not yet well constrained, especially away from the galactic
plane. Planck will produce sensitive full sky maps of dust emission. FDS Model 8 [43]
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assumes two dust components and fits four parameters. It is used in simulations by most
CMB experimental groups, including Spider.
Electrons moving through the galaxy are accelerated in a circular motion perpendicular
to the galactic magnetic field. As they spiral in a helical motion along field lines they emit
synchrotron radiation [109]. The spectrum of synchrotron emission can be approximated
by a power law with a negative exponent, Iν ∝ ν−s. Averaging over the elliptically polar-
ized emission from individual electrons, bulk synchrotron emission can be highly linearly
polarized in the direction orthogonal to the magnetic field. WMAP has produced robust
full sky maps of synchrotron emission on angular scales of >1◦ [49, 58, 97].
When electrons scatter off of each other and ionized nuclei in the interstellar medium
they emit free-free radiation [109]. The spectrum of free-free radiation follows a well-defined
power law and correlates with H-α emission. Because electron scattering directions are
random, free-free emission is intrinsically unpolarized. However, radiation emitted through
free-free emission may then become polarized (at a level of no more than 10%) through
Thomson scattering with electrons on the edges of Galactic H II regions [70].
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Figure 1.4: Currently published EE and BB power spectra measurements. Theoretical
spectra from the standard model (ΛCDM) are shown for comparison. BB polarization has
not been measured; upper limits are shown. The theoretical BB power spectrum (solid
line) is the sum of the inflationary and gravitational lensing components (dashed lines).
The lensing component dominates at small angular scales (large l). The amplitude of the
theoretical inflationary BB component is not known. It is plotted here for a tensor-to-scalar
ratio r = 0.1. Figure credit: H. C. Chiang.
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Chapter 2
The SPIDER Balloon-Borne CMB
Polarization Experiment
The Spider CMB polarization experiment [32, 42, 45] is specifically designed to search for
the CMB inflationary gravitational wave B-mode signal. Because this signal is expected
to be faint in comparison with polarized galactic foregrounds, Spider will observe the
microwave sky in three frequency bands to discriminate between the CMB and galactic
foregrounds based on their distinct spectral signatures (§2.2). Spider will target a field not
heavily contaminated by galactic dust, mapping a large region in the southern sky (§2.3).
Observing 9.5% of the full sky with ∼1◦ beams maximizes Spider’s sensitivity to angular
scales between 1◦ and 10◦. These moderate angular scales correspond to the multipoles 10 <
l < 100 where the inflationary B-mode signal peaks. To minimize response to atmospheric
fluctuations and reduce photon noise and loading, Spider will observe from a long duration
balloon in the relatively stable low background environment above the troposphere (§2.4).
To mitigate risk the designs of Spider’s optical, cryogenic, magnetic shielding, and
attitude systems (§2.4–§2.6) favor simplicity and the use of proven technologies where
possible. The attitude control system is based on the configuration flown successfully on
BOOMERanG and more recently on BLAST and BLAST-pol. Spider’s compact tele-
centric optics are based on the successful optical design of BICEP and BICEP2. Impor-
tantly, a cold half-wave plate system (§2.7) has been developed and added just skyward of
the objective lens to control systematic beam effects. Extensive magnetic shielding (§2.8)
was also added to address systematic effects arising from the coupling of the SQUID mul-
tiplexing system to Earth’s magnetic field. Systematic effects are modeled and quantified
using a simulation pipeline (§2.9).
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Institution Institution Lead Principal Responsibilities
Princeton William Jones* Cryogenics and system integration
Caltech and JPL James Bock Receiver fabrication and testing
U. Toronto C. Barth Netterfield Gondola and flight systems
Case Western John Ruhl Stepped cryogenic half-wave plates
NIST Kent Irwin SQUID multiplexing readout system
U. British Columbia Mark Halpern Warm readout electronics
Cambridge Carrie MacTavish Simulations
Cardiff Peter Ade Filters
Table 2.1: Spider collaborating institutions. William (Bill) Jones is the Principal Investi-
gator. Andrew Lange was the proposing Principal Investigator, and led the team until his
death in 2010.
2.1 Collaboration
The Spider collaboration is composed of expert institutions in each of the major compo-
nent subsystems (Table 2.1). Many of the senior members were leading participants in the
very successful BOOMERanG collaboration [89, 90, 31]. Locally, Caltech is responsible for
receiver design, detector characterization, optics, and magnetic shielding. NASA JPL fabri-
cates the antenna-coupled TES detectors and integrates them into focal planes. My primary
responsibilities have been in detector development with Jamie Bock and the JPL detector
fabrication team, and in the characterization of Spider’s overall receiver performance with
other Caltech collaborators.
2.2 Frequency Coverage
On large angular scales the B-mode CMB polarization signal is faint in comparison with
the polarized galactic foregrounds due to synchrotron and thermal dust emission [40, 119].
Confusion with polarized astronomical foregrounds sets the ultimate limit on measurements
of CMB polarization on large scales. Accurate modeling and mapping of foreground signals
is therefore crucial to isolating the CMB polarization signal. Because synchrotron emission,
dust emission, and the CMB each have unique spectral signatures, mapping the microwave
sky at multiple frequencies enables foreground mapping and subtraction.
Synchrotron emission is dominant below around 90 GHz and increases at lower frequen-
cies. WMAP employs multiple bands below 100 GHz and has very effectively mapped
synchrotron emission across the full sky [49]. Data from experiments like QUIET [103] and
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Focal Plane
Flight Frequency Distribution
Spider 1, December 2012 3 × 93 GHz; 3 × 148 GHz
Spider 2, December 2014 2 × 93 GHz; 2 × 148 GHz; 2 × 280 GHz
Table 2.2: Planned frequency distribution of focal plane units and timeline for Spider’s
first and second flights. Spider is a modular instrument with bays for six independent
monochromatic telescopes.
Planck LFI will map synchrotron emission with increasing sensitivity in coming years.
Polarized thermal dust emission becomes dominant above around 90 GHz and increases
with frequency. However, its properties are not well constrained by the published literature,
especially off of the galactic plane. Planck HFI has been observing for more than a year
with bands at 100, 143, 217, 353, 545, and 857 GHz [77]. Planck’s recent release of
full sky images of the galaxy in all six HFI bands emphasizes the ability of this data set
to characterize the spectral energy density of the dust emission intensity [101]. In 2012
Planck will release calibrated time-ordered data, full sky maps at each frequency, full
sky component maps (CMB and galactic foreground emission), and a final compact source
catalog.
Spider will map the off-galaxy southern sky with bands centered at 93, 148, and
∼280 GHz, each with a ∼25% bandwidth. The planned frequency distribution of focal
plane units for each flight is tabulated in Table 2.2. In its first flight, Spider will map the
sky in the prime 93 and 148 GHz bands where the CMB signal is the strongest. Based on
our foreground model, we expect to begin to detect polarized dust emission in the 148 GHz
band in the first flight. The ∼280 GHz band (not yet designed or fabricated) will be added
in the second flight to provide greater leverage for discriminating, mapping and subtracting
polarized interstellar dust emission. This band will also complement the Planck data set
by filling in the gap in its frequency coverage.
Spider’s bands are selected to fall within natural gaps in atmospheric and galactic line
emission. Atmospheric emission is plotted in Figure 2.1. Also plotted are the locations of
galactic CO emission lines.
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Figure 2.1: Spider will observe in bands centered at 93, 148, and ∼280 GHz to minimize
response to atmospheric emission lines and to galactic CO emission lines.
Red : The power density [pW/GHz] of atmospheric emission based on a model for mid-
latitude emission at 30 km altitude [98]. Black dashed : The frequencies associated with
rotational transitions of galactic 12C16O [30]. CO emission intensity should vary significantly
across the sky, and is expected to decrease at higher galactic latitudes.
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Figure 2.2: Left : Polarized dust amplitude at 150 GHz, according to the model in [95]
(0–5 μKCMB, linear scale). The Spider observing region (outlined in white) covers most of
the southern sky not heavily contaminated by dust. The southern Galactic pole (black +) is
overplotted, along with the 10- and 20-degree galactic latitude lines (dashed). Also shown
are the BICEP and BOOMERanG fields (gray outlines), and the region of minimum
foreground contamination in the Spider field (purple outline). Right : Distribution of
integration time (linear scale), averaged over all detectors in a single 148 GHz focal plane
for the observing strategy discussed in §2.4. This observing profile covers 10% of the sky,
of which 85% is observed with near-isotropic coverage in crossing angles. Figure from [45].
2.3 Sky Coverage
Spider will map most of the southern sky not heavily contaminated by galactic dust, for
a total of 10% of the full sky (Figure 2.2). With subdegree beam sizes (30’ at 148 GHz),
Spider is most sensitive to correlations on angular scales between 1◦ and 10◦. These scales
correspond to spherical harmonics with multipole moments 10 < l < 100.
Spider’s sky coverage is more expansive than that of experiments such as SPTpol,
which will target larger multipoles with its smaller beams and provide strong sensitivity
to the gravitational lensing signal. Planck will map the full sky and therefore achieve
sensitivity to the lowest monopoles (2 < l < 10). Planck is in a unique position to
measure the reionization peak in the polarization power spectra at l < 10. In fact, all of
Planck’s sensitivity to the inflationary B-mode signal is in the reionization peak at very
large angular scales. The Spider and Planck data sets will provide very complementary
probes of the inflationary gravitational wave signal.
2.4 Ballooning
Dielectrics polarize in a static electromagnetic field. In an oscillating electromagnetic field,
polar molecules are torqued in oscillation, generating power that is dissipated as heat. Out-
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side of the scientific community microwaves are best known for their use in heating food
because the dielectric H2O, common in foods, interacts efficiently with microwaves. Water
vapor in the Earth’s atmosphere emits a significant amount of energy in a continuum across
the microwave bands of interest to CMB science. This atmospheric emission contributes
both photon noise and loading. Because water vapor density is inhomogenous and tem-
porally variable, it is particularly difficult to effectively subtract from measurements made
over large angular scales. Atmospheric noise is also especially onerous in higher frequency
bands (above 150 GHz), as the CMB intensity is dropping off with frequency while the
atmospheric noise is increasing (Figure 2.1).
Most (∼99%) of the water vapor in the Earth’s atmosphere is in the troposphere, the
lowest portion of the Earth’s atmosphere. Spider will observe from above the troposphere
at an altitude of ∼32 km on long duration balloon flights provided by NASA’s Columbia
Scientific Balloon Facility (CSBF). The balloon platform provides a relatively stable low
background environment for observing. Each balloon flight will launch from McMurdo,
Antarctica and will circle the continent for about 20 days guided by the polar vortex winds.
At the completion of the flight, Spider will separate from the balloon and free fall toward
the Earth. A parachute will open to slow the descent of the payload, which will then be
recovered from the Antarctic ice fields and recommissioned for the next flight.
Ballooning puts a number of constraints on any experiment. These include power con-
straints, lack of physical access to the instrument during operation, limited in-flight commu-
nication bandwidth, and mass constraints. The specific technical requirements of balloon-
ing and satellite missions are similar, making Spider is a particularly good pathfinder for
the proposed Experimental Probe of Inflationary Cosmology (EPIC) orbital mission [16].
Spider will pioneer multiple technologies for the EPIC satellite, just as its predecessor
BOOMERanG pioneered technologies for Planck.
Spider will be powered by solar arrays coupled with batteries. All instrument functions
are designed to be commandable from the ground. In flight, Spider’s communications
bandwidth will be sufficient only to check flight systems and thermometry and to send
operating commands. A very small fraction of the science data will be transmitted for
verification purposes, so mission success requires recovery of the flight computers. Mass is
perhaps the most challenging constraint set by the ballooning platform. Spider must keep
the entire science payload under about 5,000 lb. Systems have been designed to minimize
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weight and, where possible, materials have been chosen accordingly.
The University of Toronto is responsible for the Spider gondola, which is the mechanical
structure that couples the Spider instrument to the balloon and scans the telescope. Tra-
ditionally gondolas for balloon-borne experiments are constructed from welded aluminum.
For weight reduction, the Spider gondola frame is constructed from carbon fiber reinforced
polymer tubes with aluminum joints. Both finite element analysis (FEA) and physical
pull tests on individual components have demonstrated compliance with requirements for
strength and stiffness. Stiffness requirements are driven by the need to maintain pointing
accuracy as the system center of mass shifts due to cryogen boil off and ballast drops. The
system is designed with adequate strength to accommodate a parachute deployment accel-
eration of up to 10 g. An impact attenuation system supplied by CSBF and attached to
the bottom of the gondola controls the large forces on landing. The base of this system is
large to reduce the probability of rolling. To protect the cryostat in the event of a rollover,
the front of the gondola frame extends forward to a rollover bar.
Spider will utilize a reaction wheel to perform back and forth continuous antisun scans
in azimuth with steps in elevation. An active pivot between the balloon flight train and
the gondola compensates for balloon rotation. The motorized reaction wheel can spin the
gondola with a 0.8◦/s2 maximum acceleration and 6.0◦/s maximum speed. The elevation
drive is driven by two linear actuators and allows adjustment from 22◦ to 52◦. The baseline
scan strategy calls for elevation steps of 1◦ every hour, from 28◦ to 40◦ and then back again.
The instrument completes an entire scan cycle in one day. The amplitude and center of
each azimuth scan is selected at each elevation to remain in the low foreground off-galaxy
southern sky and to avoid approaching within 90◦ of the sun.
Spider’s pointing system is based on proven technologies and techniques. It includes
two CCD star cameras, 3-axis gyroscopes, a differential GPS, sun-sensing photodiodes,
and a 3-axis magnetometer. The gondola attitude is determined using absolute pointing
measurements provided by star cameras. The two cameras are mounted on a platform
that is rotated opposite the gondola, holding them relatively fixed on the sky. The relative
orientations of the platform and cryostat are recorded using a precision optical encoder. In
between star camera measurements, attitude is reconstructed based on integration of the
3-axis fiber optic rate gyroscopes. The star camera, gyroscope, GPS, and magnetometer
systems have been tested in flight on BLAST-pol [117]. Based on this experience we
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Figure 2.3: The Spider gondola. Top left : The carbon fiber support structure (grey) in-
cludes a rollover bar (bottom left of image). The elevation drive (highlighted in blue) is
powered by two linear actuators. Rotation is controlled by a reaction wheel below the cryo-
stat. The reaction wheel motor and the Support Instrumentation Package (SIP) provided
by the balloon facility are mounted below the wheel. Top right : Three roughly equally
tensioned suspension cables attach the pivot (at top) to joints in the gondola frame. A
spreader bar between the two front cables reduces compression forces. The star cameras
are mounted on the floor below the cryostat. The sun shield (drawn transparent) wraps
around the back of the gondola. A large solar array is mounted on the side and smaller
arrays around the bottom. Drawings credit: J. Soler. Bottom left : Assembled carbon fiber
reinforced polymer tubes with aluminum joints and Hexcel floor. The frame meets strength
requirements with a mass of just 330 lb. Bottom right : Assembled star camera.
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expect an rms uncertainty of 1’ in Spider pointing reconstruction. Regular observations of
bright compact sources during flight will be used to monitor beam centroid offsets.
2.5 Cryogenics
The team at Princeton University is responsible for the design and characterization of the
Spider flight cryostat, which was custom built by Redstone Aerospace1. The thermal
architecture of the cryostat is shown in Figure 2.4 and described in detail in Gudmundsson
et al. [52]. With a 1,284 L main helium tank maintained at ∼1 atm, the unit is designed
to provide at least a 25-day hold time. Helium gas boil off from the main tank is coupled
through heat exchangers to inner and outer vapor-cooled shields (VCS1 and VCS2) that
thermally shield the 4 K stage. The enthalpy of the gas provides sufficient cooling to these
stages to obviate the use of liquid nitrogen, simplifying design and reducing mass. The long
narrow winding vent tube is susceptible to nitrogen ice plugs, so care is taken to maintain
a positive outflow of gas during cryogen fills and operation. The helium bath and vapor-
cooled shields are encased in a cylindrical vacuum vessel 2.05 m tall and 2.43 m in diameter.
The dry weight of the cryostat (no LHe or telescope inserts) is about 850 kg.
Inside the inner radiation shield (VCS1) a small 16 L superfluid helium tank is capillary
fed by the main helium tank. This tank will be vacuum pumped to a few hundred pascal
prior to launch and then capped off. At float a valve will open to vent the tank to ambient
atmospheric pressure (∼100 pascal), which will maintain the helium in its superfluid state
at a temperature of about 1.6 K. This cooling point is used to cycle the 3He adsorption
refrigerators that cool each focal plane.
The cryostat was designed to sustain nonparasitic heat loads of 12 mW, 550 mW, 4 W,
and 9 W to the superfluid tank, main tank, VCS1 and VCS2, respectively. As of this
writing, the cryostat has been built and is undergoing testing at Princeton. The cool down
process takes about a week from 300 K to 300 mK and the cryostat currently achieves a
hold time of about 20 days under flightlike loading.
The sub-Kelvin focal plane architecture is described in detail in Runyan et al. [107]. An
assembled focal plane assembly is pictured in Figure 2.5. Spider’s focal plane architecture
(the “RevX” design) differs from the (“RevE”) architecture employed by Keck (our sister
1http://www.redstoneaerospace.com/
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Figure 2.4: Left : The Spider flight cryostat. Right : Cross-sectional drawing showing the
main liquid helium tank, superfluid helium tank, vapor-cooled shields (VCS1 and VCS2),
and the vacuum vessel. Trunnions on the vacuum vessel walls attach to the gondola elevation
drive. Flexures support the vapor-cooled shields. The main tank vent lines pass through
heat exchangers at VCS1 and VCS2 before exhausting to atmosphere. The large cryostat
will accommodate six modular telescope inserts. Cooling for adsorption fridges is provided
by the 1.6 K superfluid helium tank which is pumped by ambient atmospheric pressure at
float (∼100 pascal) and is capillary fed by the main tank.
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Figure 2.5: Left : An assembled focal plane unit with the A4K outer shield (“spittoon”)
removed. The spittoon is mechanically supported by black carbon fiber rods from the
aluminum 4 K plate and cooled by copper straps bolted to the 1.6 K ring. The sub-Kelvin
stage is mechanically supported off of this 1.6 K ring, and cooled by the 3He fridge. The gold
plated copper detector plate, with a Cernox thermometer and heater, is coupled to this cold
stage by (diagonal) stainless steel struts which act as a passive thermal filter. The square
niobium box which encases the SQUID multiplexing system is visible just behind these
struts. Right : 3He adsorption refrigerator mounted on a gold-plated aluminum plate (4 K).
A copper thermal bus bar feeds through the plate (right side of image) to couple the fridge
condensation point to the superfluid helium bath (1.6 K).
experiment on the ground) due to more stringent magnetic shielding requirements (discussed
in §2.8). Marc Runyan performed much of the focal plane redesign, which has substantially
reduced magnetic pickup in the SQUID system (see §4.9).
A gold-plated aluminum cold plate at the base of each telescope insert mounts to the
main liquid helium tank. The optics truss structure and a simple closed-cycle 3He ad-
sorption refrigerator are mounted on this plate. A 1.6 K gold-plated copper bar from the
superfluid helium tank is fed through a hole in the base plate to provide cooling to the fridge
condensation point as well as to a magnetic shield and to the blackened cold sleeve which
lines the optics tube. The 10 stp-liter 3He fridges (one pictured in Figure 2.5) are produced
by Simon Chase Research. They can provide a steady base temperature of around 300 mK
to the detector plate with a hold time of three days. In flight they will be recycled every
72 hr.
To cycle a fridge in the test cryostat, we heat the pump to 30 K after confirming that
the heat switch is below 10 K and that the condensation point is below 2 K. Once the the
fridge temperature reaches 30 K, we set the heater power to 30 mW and allow 3He gas to
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condense in to the still for 30 min. We then turn off the pump heater and apply 0.7 mW
to the heat switch to cool the pump.
The fridge cools the focal plane through eight stainless steel blocks that are gold plated
on either end to minimize thermal impedance. We have measured a total thermal impedance
from fridge to focal plane of 2.3 mK/W. Stainless steel has a large heat capacity, so the
blocks act to filter out any high-frequency thermal fluctuations on the fridge side of the
thermal link. The 3 dB point of the thermal transfer function has been measured at 2 mHz.
Four detector tiles are secured against the square detector plate with beryllium copper
clips and are held in alignment by pins and slots. Over a hundred gold wire bonds per
tile make a thermal connection between the gold-plated copper plate and large gold bond
pads near the edge of the detector tile (Figure 3.3). Becky Tucker has measured an overall
plate-to-tile thermal conductance of 245 μW/K at 300 mK (limited by Kapitza resistance).
An NTD Ge thermistor is mounted on each tile for temperature monitoring.
A niobium back short is positioned a quarter-wave distance behind the detectors to
define a boundary condition that forces constructive interference at the antenna. All stages
of the SQUID multiplexing system are behind the back short encased in several layers of
magnetic shielding. Superconducting electrical connections between the TES detector tiles
and the SQUID system are achieved through the use of flexible aluminum circuits and
aluminum wire bonds.
2.6 Optics
Spider is an array of six individual monochromatic telescopes encased in a single cryostat
housing (see Figure 2.6). Modularity simplifies half-wave plate design and antireflection
coating of optical components because each individual telescope tube operates in a single
frequency band. Pairs of telescopes observing in each band are oriented such that their
polarization sensitivity differs by 45◦. This enables simultaneous measurement of the Stokes
parameters Q and U .
Targeting large angular scales allows Spider to use compact 2-lens telecentric refractor
optics. A 24 cm aperture is sufficient to provide subdegree resolution in Spider’s frequency
bands. The projected full width half maxima (FWHM) of Spider’s far field beams are 49’
at 93 GHz, 30’ at 148 GHz, and 17’ at 280 GHz. Small apertures simplify baffling and allow
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Figure 2.6: The Spider flight cryostat can accommodate up to seven modular telescope
inserts. However, we only plan to instrument the outer six insert bays. The inner bay
may be used for thermal busses and a carbon getter to improve the quality of the vacuum.
Telescope inserts (Figure 2.7) slide in to the bottom of the cryostat and bolt at the base,
as shown in the image at right.
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Figure 2.7: Left : Cross-sectional drawing of a telescope insert. Drawing credit: M. Runyan.
Right : Photo of one of Spider’s six telescope inserts with the lead shield and G-10 wrap
removed. The A4K spittoon (not shown in Figure 2.5) is visible here shielding the focal
plane unit. Just above, the eyepiece lens is mounted on copper flexures. The copper sleeve
lining the inside of the optics tube above the eyepiece is blackened on the inside and cooled
to 1.8 K by a copper strap. Lightweight carbon fiber trusses and aluminum rings provide the
mechanical structure of the telescope tube, and are bolted to the 4 K gold plated aluminum
base plate. The entire telescope insert slides in to the bottom of the cryostat, and the base
plate is bolted to the helium-cooled 4 K stage.
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preflight characterization in the far field of the optics because D2/λ ≈ 30 m.
A cross section of the optics tube is shown in Figure 2.7, and Spider’s optics are
described in Runyan et al. [107]. A blackened sleeve lines the inside of the telescope tube
between the eyepiece and objective lenses. The blackened Lyot stop caps the top of this
sleeve just below the objective lens, preventing beam spillover on to warmer surfaces skyward
of the objective. The antenna beam is approximately a sinc function, and the telescope
aperture nearly coincides with the null between the main beam and the four primary side
lobes. Primary and secondary side lobes are all terminated inside the telescope on the
blackened stop and sleeve. Because 25% of the antenna beam power is in these side lobes,
we achieve a substantial reduction in in-band loading (§4.5) by cooling the sleeve and stop
to 1.8 K using the superfluid helium tank. The lenses and wave plate are cooled to 4 K using
the main helium tank. Decreasing loading reduces photon noise in the detectors, allowing
Spider to better take advantage of the favorably low atmospheric loading conditions at
float.
Spider’s optical design is based on the BICEP design [124] and its lenses are identical
to those of BICEP2. The lens optimization process is discussed in Aikin et al. [2]. The
plate scale is 0.98◦/cm at the focal plane and the corner-to-corner field of view of each
insert is 20◦. High-density polyethylene slabs used for Spider’s lenses are annealed to
relieve stress before they are rough cut, before final machining, and again as part of the
antireflection coating process. CMM surface metrology confirms that the correct figure has
been achieved. During cooling to 4 K the HDPE lenses contract by 2% while the aluminum
rings that support them contract by only 0.4%. For this reason, the lenses are held in place
by equally spaced 1/32” thick copper flexures which absorb the differential contraction,
keep the lenses centered, and provide a cooling path to the 4 K helium bath.
Spider utilizes a variety of filters to reduce the heat load on the helium bath while
maximizing in-band transmission. The filtering system includes hot-pressed metal-mesh
filters [1], infrared “shaders” [120], and a lossy nylon filter. Just skyward of the detector
plate, a metal-mesh filter (7 cm−1 cutoff for the 148 GHz band) forms a light tight seal with
the A4K magnetic shield (“spittoon”). This filter removes above-band radiation which
might otherwise couple to the antennas or to the TES island itself. Specifically, it rejects
a “blue leak” that we have discovered which contains ∼ 85% of its power below 450 GHz
with ∼50% in frequencies between 220 and 270 GHz.
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The rest of Spider’s filter stack packs tightly in to the space between the objective
lens and the vacuum closeout window. A 3/32” thick nylon filter and a hot-pressed filter
(10 cm−1 cutoff for the 148 GHz band) are mounted on the telescope insert structure just
skyward of the objective lens at 4 K. The half-wave plate (§2.7) is next in the optical train,
secured to the cryostat itself at 4 K. A hot-pressed filter (12 cm−1 cutoff for the 148 GHz
band) and three IR shaders intercept radiation at the first vapor-cooled shield (VCS1). The
VCS1 stage equilibrates just above 10 K in the Spider test cryostat and around 30 K in
the Spider flight cryostat. Four IR shaders mount to the ∼90 K VCS2 stage.
The vacuum enclosure is sealed by a thin window above each telescope insert. The
current plan is to use 0.001” thick teflon for these windows, but this may be changed as it
has been suggested that teflon can introduce undesirable beam effects. The thin windows
are protected from atmospheric pressure while on the ground by much thicker windows,
which retract when the instrument reaches float altitude.
Reflections can introduce ghost beams. A reflective niobium back short is located a
quarter-wave distance behind the detector plate to set up constructive interference in the
plane of the antennas. The lenses, nylon filter, hot-pressed filters, half-wave plate, and
silicon detector wafers are all coated with quarter-wave antireflection coatings ([51], §4.4).
NSG-N quartz antireflection tiles are sandwiched between the sky side of the silicon detector
tiles and the detector plate. For the lenses and nylon filters we use Porex2 porous Mupor
membranes because they are pliable and available with indices and thicknesses well matched
to our lenses and filters. We select PM23DR for the HDPE lenses and PM23JR for the nylon
filters. Adhering the Porex coatings is most difficult on the curved lens surfaces. A silicon
vacuum bag presses the coatings firmly and evenly against the lens (or filter) as it rests on a
matching concave (or flat) aluminum plate. A thin, low-density polyethelene (LDPE) sheet
is then melted (10 hr at 124◦C) at the interface between them. This lamination process has
been successfully demonstrated, with wrinkle-free coatings showing no signs of delamination
after 10 thermal cycles. The nylon and teflon surfaces are abraded with Scotchbrite and
then thoroughly cleaned prior to bonding. When coating lenses, the LDPE film must be
prestretched to match the curvature of the lens to avoid wrinkling. Porex materials easily
pick up static charge, dust, and oils, and should be handled using gloves.
2http://www.porex.com/
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Figure 2.8: Left : A sapphire half-wave plate mounted in the optical receiver test bed at
Caltech. Right : The rotor is coupled to a stepper motor by a worm gear.
2.7 Half-Wave Plates
To modulate polarization sensitivity in flight, Spider utilizes cold (4 K) stepped sapphire
half-wave plate (HWP) assemblies developed at Case Western Reserve University and de-
scribed in Bryan et al. [25]. Each telescope insert employs a single HWP located just
skyward of the objective lens (see Figure 2.8). In flight the plates will all be rotated by
22.5◦ daily. This rotates the polarization sensitivity of the focal planes and allows each
pixel to measure both Stokes parameters Q and U . Following each HWP rotation, the
instrument will scan compact sources for about 30 minutes to check pointing offsets and
beam profiles. The HWP rotates the polarization sensitivity of the telescope without rotat-
ing the beam, mitigating systematic effects due to small beam asymmetries and enabling
reconstruction of small polarization signals with high fidelity. A Spider-style wave plate is
currently successfully operating in the Keck array at the South Pole.
Sapphire is anisotropic and birefringent, with a single axis of anisotropy. Incoming
radiation can be decomposed into two polarization components: along the axis of anisotropy
(extraordinary ray) and perpendicular to the axis of anisotropy (ordinary ray). Inside the
sapphire the refractive index for the extraordinary ray (ne) differs from the index for the
ordinary ray (no), so the rays propagate at different speeds. Following [51], for a wave with
free space wavelength λ0 passing through a sapphire plate of thickness d, the relative phase
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Polarization axis of incoming radiation
Half-wave plate axis of anisotropy
Polarization axis of outgoing radiation
Figure 2.9: A half-wave plate rotates the polarization axis of radiation passing through it.
The amount of rotation is a periodic function of the angular orientation of the half-wave
plate with respect to the polarization axis of the incoming radiation (with period π/2).
offset introduced between the two polarizations is given by
δφ =
2πd(ne − no)
λ0
. (2.1)
Neglecting loss, a wave entering the sapphire with
E˜in = E˜0(eˆ0 cosα + eˆe sinα) (2.2)
will exit the sapphire with
E˜out = E˜0eiφ(eˆ0 cosα + eˆe sinαeiδφ). (2.3)
By definition, the thickness of a half-wave plate is chosen such that δφ = π, so
E˜out = E˜0eiφ(eˆ0 cosα− eˆe sinα). (2.4)
The polarization of the outgoing wave has been rotated by an angle 2α (see Figure 2.9).
Having covered the basic optical function of the half-wave plate, we must now address
the real physical system. Examining Equation 2.1 we see that for any thickness d, the
sapphire acts as an ideal half-wave plate (δφ = π) for only a singular value of frequency λ0.
Real passbands are finite, so sapphire thicknesses are optimized for the center frequencies
of each band.
Sean Bryan at Case Western University has done the majority of the work to develop and
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characterize the wave plate system. His measurements of the spectral indices of sapphire
plates and a discussion of systematics are reported in [25]. In [26], a detailed optical model
using the Mueller matrix formalism is presented.
Sapphire is a relatively high index material (n > 3), so antireflection (AR) coating is
crucial. For this purpose, we use quarter-wave thickness Herasil fused quartz. Thickness
is specified based on the band center. A quarter-wave in fused quartz at 148 GHz is only
0.28 mm, so the AR coatings are very mechanically fragile.
The rotor and three spinner bearings are driven by a worm gear coupled to a stepper
motor. A heat strap provides thermal conductivity between the base plate and rotor. The
target specification for wave plate position measurement is 0.1◦. The holes of the worm
gear shaft encoder are 2.35’ apart. There are tick marks every 0.5◦ on the rotor, with a
unique tick mark pattern every 22.5◦ for absolute position. All encoders are read out using
LED/photodiode pairs.
2.8 Magnetic Shielding
Spider has much stricter magnetic shielding requirements than sister ground experiment
Keck because Spider targets larger angular scales on the sky. Further, the motion of
Spider’s observing platform reduces our ability to model and accurately separate pickup
associated with Earth’s magnetic field. TES devices are susceptible due to the dependence
of transition temperature on magnetic field strength. According to BCS theory [7], the
transition temperature of a bulk Type I superconductor depends on magnetic field as
ΔTc(H) ≈ Tc,o
(
1−
√
H
H0
)
. (2.5)
Therefore, a change in magnetic field ΔH looks the same as a change in CMB temperature
ΔKCMB where
ΔKCMB
ΔH
≈ −1
2
H−10 αPsat
(
dP
dTRJ
)−1( dTCMB
dTCMB,RJ
)
. (2.6)
For H0 ≈ 50–100 gauss [85], α ≈ 100–1000, Psat ≈ 1–2 pW, dP/dTRJ ≈ 0.15 pW/KRJ and
dTCMB/dTCMB,RJ ≈1.7, I find an anticipated ΔKCMB/ΔH on the order of tens or at most
hundreds of μKCMB/nT. Due to magnetic shielding around the focal plane, we have not
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yet seen evidence of magnetic pickup in the TES (see §4.9). Instead, the sensitive SQUID
system dominates the measured magnetic field response.
The SQUID multiplexing system transmits information through magnetic induction and
is thus inherently responsive to magnetic fields. NIST has fabricated the SQUID inductive
loops in a counterwound cloverleaf pattern as 2nd-degree gradiometers [115], but variations
in magnetic flux still produce a shift in the V-φ curve. NIST has also minimized the effective
loop area of the superconducting loops which sum the the signals from all of the first stage
SQUIDs to pass to the second stage SQUIDs. However, this loop may still exhibit magnetic
coupling.
In early Spider testing we found that existing shielding was not sufficient to adequately
shield the SQUID system from Earth’s magnetic field. Spider’s magnetic field rejection
strategy has since been completely redesigned. Marc Runyan led this effort, and Spider’s
magnetic shielding system is described in detail in Runyan et al. [107]. Each optics tube is
lined with a high permeability shield along the full length of the helium tank. Outside of this
we wrap a superconducting lead sleeve which is 20” long and roughly centered on the focal
plane. The niobium backplane of the detector tile and the nioubium back short located
λ/4 behind the detectors expel magnetic field through the Meissner effect. The SQUID
multiplexing system is located behind the back short within many layers of superconducting
boxes and high-permeability boxes. I describe our measurements of magnetic response
in §4.9.
2.9 Simulations
We use a simulation pipeline with heritage from the BOOMERANG03 experiment [90] to
select Spider’s observation strategy, to quantify the impact of instrument systematics, and
to evaluate Spider’s sensitivity to its target science goals. The simulation effort is lead by
Carrie MacTavish.
To optimize its sensitivity to B-modes, the Spider instrument must carefully control
any systematic effects that might introduce false B-mode signal. In 2008, MacTavish et
al. [88] introduced the simulation pipeline and established baseline specifications for various
instrument parameters, including detector noise characteristics, pointing jitter, payload
pendulations, polarization angle offsets, beam systematics, and receiver gain drifts. In
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2011, O’Dea et al. [95] quantified the systematic effects associated with several measured
instrument characteristics, including the impact of the frequency-dependent response of the
half-wave plates, the response of the SQUID system to Earth’s magnetic field, and beam
mismatches and asymmetries. A model of diffuse polarized foreground emission was also
developed to guide observation strategy.
Both MacTavish et al. and O’Dea et al. were written when the baseline flight plan was
a launch from Alice Springs, Australia, with Spider mapping more than half of the sky
by continuously spinning at 36◦/s. As I have described in this chapter, this is no longer
Spider’s flight plan. The collaboration has recently begun a very active simulation effort
(concurrent to this writing) to perform thorough simulations that are representative of
Spider’s intended flight plan and measured performance. Fraisse et al. [45] presents some
preliminary results from this effort.
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Figure 2.10: Figures from [45]. Left : The power spectra of the polarized dust foreground
model described in [95] in Spider’s observing region. Also shown are Spider’s projected
statistical errors (assuming optimistic sensitivity targets ∼20% better than those currently
achieved) as well as the E- and B-mode polarization signals assuming a tensor-to-scalar
ratio of r=0.03. The inflationary gravitational wave B-mode and gravitational lensing B-
mode signals are shown separately, and then added together to give the full B-mode signal.
Right : Marginalized r likelihood curves for Spider and Planck HFI, with and without
foregrounds. The addition of the 280 GHz band in the second flight provides significant
leverage for foreground subtraction.
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Chapter 3
Detectors and Readout
Bolometers and HEMT amplifiers have long played central roles in instrumentation for CMB
science. Spider benefits from decades of bolometer technology development (§3.1). The
most important innovations bringing Spider’s B-mode science goals within reach are new
detector and readout technologies that have enabled a dramatic increase in pixel counts. De-
tector tiles combine polarized beam-forming elements (slot antenna arrays), band-defining
(LC microstrip) filters, and bolometers on a single substrate (§3.2). All of these com-
ponents are fabricated for hundreds of devices at a time in an entirely photolithographic
process (§3.3). Voltage-biasing superconducting bolometers in the steep transition between
their superconducting and normal states establishes an electrothermal feedback mechanism
that greatly increases their speed (§3.4). This enables time-domain multiplexed readout
using cryogenic SQUID amplifiers coupled with multichannel warm electronics (§3.5).
3.1 Bolometric Technology Development
A stratospheric balloon experiment in the early 1970s made the first astronomical use of a
3He cooled bolometer, and showed that the spectrum of the CMB was approximately that of
a 3 K black body [123]. That mission, and other balloon and rocket experiments, pioneered
bolometer technology for use on a space telescope [105]. In 1990 the four bolometers of
COBE’s FIRAS instrument, operating at 1.5 K with electrical NEP of order 4 fW/
√
Hz,
measured the blackbody spectrum of the CMB and changed cosmology forever [92].
The results of the COBE experiment inspired an effort to characterize the degree-scale
anisotropies of the CMB, which required a new generation of detector technology. This
challenge was met with the development of neutron transmutation doped (NTD) germanium
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Figure 3.1: Thermally isolated metalized Si3N4 absorbers coupled to Ge NTD thermistors.
Left : “Spider-web” bolometer flown on BOOMERanG [31]. The absorber is 4 mm in
diameter. Inset shows NTD. Right : Polarization sensitive bolometer (PSB) [66] flown on
B2K [90].
semiconductor thermistors [56]. These thermistors, typically operated below 1 K, were
coupled to cooled junction field effect transistor (JFET) preamplifiers. The germanium
NTD doping process produces a homogenous distribution of donors and acceptors. The
availability of various isotopes of germanium allowed for the independent control of acceptor
and donor concentrations. This facilitated the production of devices with better uniformity
and a stronger dependence of resistivity on temperature, increasing the sensitivity of the
thermistors. The simplicity and uniformity of devices enabled the development of arrays
with pixel counts approaching a hundred. The move from single detectors to arrays allowed
receivers to begin to distinguish between astronomical sources and sky noise.
This advance in thermistor technology was met with an equally important advance in
absorber technology. New mesh “spider-web” absorbers were made from a micromachined
silicon nitride (Si3N4) membrane. The new geometry minimized absorber volume and heat
capacity, which sped up detectors while reducing their cosmic ray cross section. A metal-
ization on the mesh coupled directly to electromagnetic radiation, and the temperature of
the mesh was read out by a NTD Ge thermistor bump bonded onto the absorber. Arrays
of NTD thermistors on spider-web absorbers enabled a whole generation of experiments,
including MAXIMA, BOOMERanG, Archeops, QUaD, ACBAR, BOLOCAM, and
Planck HFI. These experiments have made, and continue to make, cutting-edge measure-
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22 cm
18 cm
Figure 3.2: New technologies have enabled a large increase in focal plane packing density.
Left : One of Spider’s six detector plates. This unit is populated by 512 bolometers. The
handles and the four Al boxes which protect the flexible circuit lines are removed prior to
integration in the telescope. Right : Feed horns on the front end of the Planck HFI focal
plane, which accommodates 52 bolometers.
ments of the intensity of the CMB over a wide range of frequencies and angular scales.
Precise measurements of the polarization properties of the CMB required another gen-
eration of innovation. At the turn of the century, polarization sensitive bolometers (PSBs)
were developed by a collaboration between NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory and Cal-
tech [66]. Replacing the symmetrical spider-web mesh absorber with a one dimensional grid
absorber enables linearly polarized bolometric detection. Dual polarization PSBs consist of
two absorber grids which are orthogonal, cocentered, and closely separated. The two grids,
coupled to separate NTD Ge thermistors, are responsive to orthogonal polarization states.
Polarization sensitive NTD bolometers have been used on experiments like B2K, BICEP,
and now Planck HFI.
For these experiments, corrugated feed horns were fabricated individually for each de-
tector, mounted on a focal plane, and cooled to sub-Kelvin temperatures. Mass, volume,
thermal, and fabrication constraints prohibit the use of this kind of large feed horn technol-
ogy in newer experiments which increase pixel counts by more than an order of magnitude.
Therefore, some large format experiments, like SPT, EBEX, and APEX, use monolithic
arrays of small smooth conical feed horns to couple radiation to absorbers. Spider, and its
sister ground based experiments BICEP2 [96, 22] and Keck [110], take an entirely different
approach, absorbing radiation in photolithographed slot antenna arrays coupled directly to
bolometers on the same Si wafer (see [50, 76, 75]). A third approach, developed by a team
led by Adrian Lee, couples antennas to the sky through small hyperhemispherical Si lenses.
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These three approaches are detailed in [17] in the context of technology development for a
space mission.
3.2 SPIDER Detector Architecture
Spider’s beam-forming antennas, band-defining filters, and bolometers are all fabricated
together on a silicon wafer in an entirely photolithographic process. The design and early
development of the detector technology is described in detail by Kuo et al. [75, 76].
Each Spider focal plane is made up of four detector tiles (Figures 3.2 and 3.3). Within
the tiles, pixels are organized on a grid with ∼2Fλ spacing. The 7.3 cm square tile size
permits 8 × 8 = 64 pixels per 148 GHz tile and 6 × 6 = 36 pixels per 93 GHz tile. Two
bolometers read out orthogonal polarizations for each pixel. A 148 GHz focal plane therefore
contains 4× 64× 2 = 256 bolometers.
Tile
clip
NTD Ge
thermistor
Au thermal
pads, bonds
Flexi
ircuit
Antenna slots and summing tree
TES LC filterWiring bus
Single pixelAl bonds
Figure 3.3: Left : Detector tiles are secured against a detector plate by tile clips and kept
in alignment by pins and slots. A niobium wiring bus carries bolometer signals to bond
pads along a single tile edge. Aluminum wire bonds bridge to aluminum “flexi circuits”
which provide a superconducting connection to the SQUID readout system located within
a magnetically shielded enclosure behind the detector plate. Large gold pads near the edges
of the tiles are heat sunk to the gold-plated copper detector plate by gold wire bonds.
A NTD Ge thermistor records the temperature of each tile. Right : A single pixel. Two
interleaved slot antenna arrays cover most of the surface area of the pixel. They couple to
orthogonal polarizations of incoming radiation. The signal from each antenna array passes
through a LC band-defining filter before thermally coupling to a TES bolometer.
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Bolometers themselves are largely incoherent; they must be coupled to incoming radia-
tion by a beam-forming element. In Spider, this function is performed by dual-polarization
slot antenna arrays (details, Figure 3.4). Every pixel contains one phased array of slot dipole
antennas for each of the two measured orthogonal polarizations. The two polarized antenna
arrays are interleaved and perfectly cocentered. Rotating one of the slot arrays 90◦ about
the center of the antenna exactly reproduces the slot array for the other polarization.
The measured fractional bandwidth of the antenna is 30%. Between the antenna and
the bolometer, an in-line 3rd-order Chebyshev microstrip filter (Figure 3.5) crops the frac-
tional bandwidth to 25%. These LC filters are constructed from coplanar waveguide (CPW)
inductors and stub capacitors. The capacitance of the stubs depends on the thickness of
the interlayer dielectric (SiO2 layer between the stubs and the niobium ground plane). Sig-
nificant changes to a band center require scaling the antenna. Smaller changes can be made
by substituting an alternate filter design or by modifying the thickness of the sputtered
interlayer dielectric to alter the capacitance of the filter and shift the band.
The bolometer island is suspended on silicon nitride (Si3N4) legs. Because the niobium
ground plane is cut out around the island when it is isolated, the island is not shielded
from direct coupling with incident radiation. The long meandered design of the silicon
nitride legs (Figure 3.6) provides a small thermal conductance within a narrow geometry,
minimizing the gap between the ground plane and the long edge of the island.
After passing through the band-pass filter, the trunk of the niobium microstrip sum-
ming tree from the antenna bridges on to the island where it terminates on an open-ended
resistive gold meander which efficiently dissipates the electrical power on to the island as
heat (Figure 3.7). The dissipated heat is measured by a thin film of titanium, a thermistor
called a Transition Edge Sensor (TES). By voltage biasing the TES, the island is main-
tained at a temperature in the transition between the superconducting and normal states
of the titanium where it is highly sensitive to small temperature variations. The basics of
bolometer operation, and of TES bolometers in particular, are reviewed in §3.4.
In designing our bolometers, we prefer to optimize their performance for the anticipated
in-flight loading conditions. However, a superconducting bolometer that is optimized for
flight loading conditions will saturate under room temperature loading. This would frustrate
spectroscopy and beam mapping measurements. To circumvent this problem, we use a dual-
TES architecture. Titanium and aluminum TES’ are wired in series on the same island.
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Nb microstrip 
Slot antenna 
Coupling capacitor 
Tap 
Figure 3.4: SEM micrograph of a portion of a slot antenna array. Radiation excites electric
fields across slots cut out of the niobium ground plane. Taps running over top of these slots
couple to radiation polarized orthogonally to the long edge of the slot. Two interleaved
perpendicular sets of slots comprise independent arrays. For each array, the tapped signal
from all of the slots is added together by a niobium microstrip summing tree to form a single
compound antenna. The summing tree is a network of tapered microstrip lines which meet
at T-junctions to combine the signals from the taps at equal phase and amplitude. Future
implementations of the summing tree may taper the amplitude of the excitation of slots
to reduce sidelobe response. To match the (primarily real) impedance of the microstrip
summing tree, a coupling capacitor at each tap compensates for the reactance induced by
tapping the slots off center. The array is backside illuminated through the silicon substrate,
so the summing network and other RF components are shielded from incident radiation by
the backplane. The coherent interference of signals from the array of slots forms a beam
with a width of approximately λ/d where λ is the wavelength in vacuum and d is the size
of the antenna array. Our slot antenna arrays are square, with d ≈ 7.2 mm for 148 GHz
devices.
Coplanar waveguide (CPW) inductor 
Stub capacitor 
Figure 3.5: The detector passband is defined by a photolithographed 3rd order Chebyshev
LC filter, imaged here by a scanning electron microscope.
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Figure 3.6: Long meandered silicon nitride legs suspend but thermally isolate the bolometer
island. Thin rails along the outside of the meander make the structure more robust.
Si3N4
legs
Al
TES
Ti
TES
Hole
for etch
Au
meander
Microstrip
from antenna
TES bias
lines
Figure 3.7: Optical micrograph of a bolometer island. Titanium and aluminum TES’ on
the island are wired in series. The niobium TES bias lines and antenna line run along
the low conductivity silicon nitride legs that thermally isolate the island. The island is
375 μm×150 μm. Holes improve the efficiency of the XeF2 etch which isolates the island
during fabrication.
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Figure 3.8: I-V curve showing both the Ti TES and Al TES transitions. The TES bias
circuit is described in §3.4.
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Aluminum has a much higher transition temperature (1.2 K in bulk or about 1.3–1.4 K for
our films), so it is reliably deep within its superconducting region under flight conditions,
and thus does not impact science mode operation. Under room temperature loading the Ti
TES is normal. However, a bias current can be selected to put the aluminum TES on its
transition, enabling effective bolometer operation. The Al TES’ are designed to have normal
resistances more than ten times larger than the those of the Ti TES’ so that the parasitic
resistance from the normal state Ti will not grossly impair their operation. The measured
properties of the aluminum TES in engineering grade tiles are tabulated in Appendix B.1.
3.3 Fabrication Process
Spider’s antenna coupled TES bolometers are fabricated in the Microdevices Laboratory
(MDL) at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) by Anthony (Tony) D. Turner and
Joseph (Tony) A. Bonetti. The fabrication process for each tile takes 7–8 working days
and is described in Bonetti et al. [18, 19]. A Canon FPA-3000 EX3 stepper mask aligner
simplifies lithography by quickly patterning features that repeat across the tile. There are
128 TES bolometers on each 148 GHz tile. Each step of the fabrication process is completed
for all devices on the tile before proceeding to the next fabrication step.
Fabrication begins with the growth of a 1 micron thick layer of silicon nitride (Si3N4)
on a 4 inch diameter silicon substrate. Wafers for Spider are purchased with the nitride
layer already grown. The legs which thermally isolate the TES island are patterned from
this nitride.
Aluminum is deposited by electron beam evaporation and patterned by liftoff to form
the Al TES. After cleaning the wafer, an insulating silicon dioxide (SiO2) layer is deposited
by RF sputtering to protect the aluminum. To provide electrical access to the aluminum,
small holes (vias) are etched into the SiO2 using inductively coupled plasma reactive ion
etching (ICP) with a CHF3/O2 plasma.
After stripping the remaining photoresist and cleaning the wafer, the sample is lightly
ion milled to clean the Al surface. Then, without breaking vacuum, titanium is deposited
using a 6-inch diameter RF sputtering gun. Testing has shown that this gun size is necessary
to ensure the requisite thickness uniformity (and with it Tc and Rn uniformity). Prior to
2007, Ti was sputtered using a smaller gun. Then, Ti thickness varied by approximately
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30% from the center to the edge of the wafer, resulting in comparable variation in Rn, and
about 2% variation in Tc. With the 6 inch gun we achieve thickness and Rn variation of
about 10%, and Tc variation of about 0.5%–1% (see §4.6). The titanium TES is patterned
using an ICP etch with CCl2F2(Freon-12)/O2. The wafer is immediately cleaned to wash
away any chlorine residue. At this point the dual TES is complete. A second layer of SiO2
is added as a precaution to protect the TES’.
After ion milling to clean the Al at the base of the vias, the niobium ground plane and
vias are deposited by RF sputtering and patterned by liftoff. Liftoff is not generally used
for such large patterning, but plasma etch processes were found to produce unacceptable
variation in titanium TES parameters (especially Rn uniformity).
The SiO2 interlayer dielectric (ILD) separates the ground plane from the wiring layer.
It is deposited by biased RF sputtering in two layers with a polishing and ultrasound
cleaning step in between, because an unacceptable number of pinhole shorts were found
to occur when the SiO2 was deposited in a single layer. The thickness of the first layer is
measured using a Nanospec spectroscopic reflectometer, with the second deposition time
calibrated accordingly. This improves the accuracy and reproducibility of ILD thickness,
which determines the capacitance of the band-defining LC filters and thereby the frequency
band edges of the antenna.
To make electrical contact to the dual TES, vias are etched through the ILD using
CHF3/O2. The gold dissipative termination resistor is then deposited by electron beam
evaporation and patterned by liftoff. Finally, after ion milling to clean electrical contacts,
niobium is deposited by RF sputtering and patterned by liftoff to form the coupling capaci-
tors of the antenna, the summing microstrip, the LC filter, the connections to the TES, and
the DC wiring bus. The thinest microstrips are 1 μm wide (Figure 3.9). At this point the
antenna-coupled TES is electrically complete, and all that remains is to thermally isolate
the bolometer (see Figure 3.10).
The bolometer is thermally isolated from the bulk substrate in three steps. First, the
silicon dioxide and silicon nitride around the TES are removed with an ICP etch using
CHF3 plasma, leaving only the thin legs that will physically support the island and wiring
connections. At this point, gold is deposited by electron beam evaporation and patterned
by liftoff in to several bars around the outside edge of the tile. The silicon nitride is etched
out of these areas prior to the ILD deposition, so that the gold makes direct contact with
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Figure 3.9: Left : A portion of an antenna and niobium microstrip summing tree. Right : A
branching of the microstrip summing tree. The narrowest sections of microstrip summing
tree are 1 μm in width (shown here at bottom). Scanning electron microstrip images.
Nb
SiO2
Nb
Ti
SiO2
Al
Si3N4
ILD
Groundplane Ti TES
Al TESSilicon Nitride
Electrical connections
Figure 3.10: Schematic of a localized cross section showing the layered construction of the
Al and Ti dual-TES with the SiO2 protection layer, niobium groundplane, SiO2 interlayer
dielectric (ILD), and niobium wiring connections. The device shown here has not yet been
released (thermally isolated).
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the bare silicon. The completed tile will be heat sunk to the focal plane unit through gold
wire bonds from this gold “picture frame.”
The second step in releasing the bolometer islands is an etch with a deep trench etcher
using a thick layer of patterned photoresist. This etch makes deep holes around the bolome-
ter island and also cuts the wafer into a 7.3 cm square. The deep trench etcher etches deep,
narrow vertical holes, so the wafer is then exposed to XeF2 gas to undercut and complete
the release (thermal isolation) of the island. Extra holes in the interior of the island aid
the undercutting (see Figure 3.7). Removing the photoresist and cleaning then complete
the tile fabrication. Extensive electrical checks are performed at JPL to locate wiring bus
and antenna shorts to the ground plane. Any device with a TES bias line short to ground
is not electrically connected when the tile is mounted on the focal plane.
3.4 TES Bolometer Basics
Thermal Circuit
A bolometer consists fundamentally of a radiation absorber and a temperature-sensitive
resistor (thermistor) on a structure weakly thermally coupled by supporting legs to a heat
sink of constant temperature. Small changes in the incident radiation heat and cool the
island, and these change in heating power are measured by the thermistor. This simple
thermal system is illustrated in Figure 3.11a. The system is in equilibrium when the sum
of the absorbed optical power (Q) and the Joule power dissipated by the resistor (PJoule)
is equal to the heat transfer to the heat sink (Plegs),
Q+ PJoule = Plegs [equilibrium condition] . (3.1)
The cooling power of the legs is modeled as a power law function of the island temper-
ature (TTES) and the heat sink substrate temperature (Tsub),
Plegs = K (TnTES − Tnsub) . (3.2)
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We use the alternate parameterization
Plegs =
GT0
β + 1
[(
TTES
T0
)β+1
−
(
Tsub
T0
)β+1]
, (3.3)
where the value of G depends on T0, which is a free parameter chosen to reflect the tem-
perature scales of interest. This is a convenient because the derivatives take the simple
forms
dPlegs
dTsub
= G
(
Tsub
T0
)β
and
dPlegs
dTTES
= G
(
TTES
T0
)β
. (3.4)
It is often convenient to choose T0 = Tc, where Tc is the transition temperature of
the superconductor. In this context the exact definition of Tc is unimportant because the
transition occurs over a very narrow temperature range. With this selection, when the TES
is in its transition (TTES  Tc) we have
dPlegs
dTTES
= Gc, (3.5)
and
Plegs =
GcTc
β + 1
[
1−
(
Tsub
Tc
)β+1]
. (3.6)
When specifically studying the properties of fabricated legs, it is convenient to quote a
value of G that is independent of Tc (a property of the TES, not the legs). For historical
reasons we often choose T0 = 450 mK, so
Plegs =
(G450)(450 mK)
β + 1
[(
TTES
450 mK
)β+1
−
(
Tsub
450 mK
)β+1]
. (3.7)
The variable G450 characterizes the magnitude of the thermal conductance while β describes
the strength of the power law. Both parameters depend on the geometry and material
makeup of the structures that comprise the supporting legs.
Spider’s antenna-coupled bolometers are not designed to absorb radiation directly on
the bolometer island. Instead, radiation is absorbed by a coherent slot antenna array and
then that power (Q) is dissipated by a resistor on the island. This distinction does not
notably effect the operation of the bolometer. The slot antenna array is described in more
detail in §3.2.
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Figure 3.11: (a) The TES thermal circuit. Antenna power and Joule power from the TES
heat the bolometer island which is weakly thermally coupled to a cold substrate. (b) The
TES electrical circuit. A small shunt resistor (3 mΩ) is placed in parallel with the TES
(variable, ∼20–30 mΩ) to establish a voltage bias. The TES branch is inductively coupled
to the SQUID readout.
Spider uses Transition Edge Sensors (TES’) as thermistors. The Joule power dissipated
on the bolometer island by the TES is given by
PJoule = I2TESRTES =
V 2TES
RTES
. (3.8)
Inductive coupling of the TES branch to a current sensing SQUID permits the measurement
of ITES from which we can calculate RTES and PJoule, as explained in the following section.
Electrical Circuit
The bolometer electrical circuit is shown in Figure 3.11b. The bias voltage Vbias is the
only dynamically adjustable user input. In normal operation, this bias voltage is fixed
to a value chosen such that the heat dissipation PJoule drives the TES bolometer into its
transition. The resistances of the series resistor (hundreds of ohms) and parallel shunt
resistor (3 mΩ) are known. The normal state resistance of the TES is about ten times that
of the shunt resistor. For optimal stability and performance, bias voltages are selected such
that the resistance of the TES is 60% of its normal state resistance. Therefore in standard
operation, most of the bias current flows through the shunt resistor branch of the circuit,
establishing a fixed voltage bias across the TES.
The only property of the circuit that is dynamically measured is the current through
the TES branch of the circuit. This is measured by inductive coupling to a multiplexed
Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) system, described in §3.5. The
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measured current is used to calculate the resistance of the TES, given by
RTES = Rshunt
(
Vbias
RseriesITES
− 1
)
, (3.9)
as well as the voltage across the TES, given by
VTES = Rshunt
(
Vbias
Rseries
− ITES
)
. (3.10)
Let us examine the properties of a TES transition. First we apply a large Vbias sufficient
to saturate the TES in its normal state. If the device is superconducting, there will be
no Joule power dissipation, and it will remain in the superconducting state. We pulse the
heaters on the detector tiles for 1 s to drive the devices normal. After the tile temperatures
settle, we record data while incrementally decreasing the bias through the transition to
the superconducting state (using the ramp tes bias command while in data mode 10). In
examining this data, we frequently plot the I-V curve. An example is shown in the top left
of Figure 3.12. The superconducting, transition, and normal regions are clearly visible. To
see what Vbias values will put the TES into its transition, we plot RTES (top right of figure).
To relate back to the power equations which govern the thermal evolution of the system,
we calculate the power dissipated by the TES, PJoule. Plotting this power against RTES
(lower left of figure), we see that PJoule plateaus while the TES is on transition. This is
no surprise given the equilibrium thermal condition (Equation 3.1), as we are not changing
the optical load Q, and the cooling provided by the legs is nearly constant because TTES
changes very little as the TES passes through its transition. The power level of this plateau
is the saturation power (Psat). This is the amount of Joule power that must be dissipated
by the TES itself to keep the TES in its transition. The addition of power (e.g., optical
power) in excess of Psat would drive the device off of the superconducting transition and in
to the normal state. Measuring Psat at a variety of different substrate temperatures Tsub
with constant optical power Q enables fitting for the conductance properties of the Si3N4
legs, parameterized by G450 and β (Equation 3.7). For a dark measurement (Q = 0), the
PJoule = 0 corresponds to the TES transition temperature Tc.
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Figure 3.12: Top left : An example of a measured I-V curve. When the TES passes through
the low end of its transition, it becomes unstable and the SQUID system loses lock, in-
troducing an arbitrary offset in the data. We correct for this by forcing the projection of
the normal branch to intersect the origin. Top right : The calculated R-V curve, which is
useful in selecting a bias voltage. Bottom left : The Joule power dissipated by the TES
as a function of TES resistance. The Joule power is nearly constant while the TES is on
transition assuming the optical power Q is stable. Bottom right : The TES Joule power on
transition of our example device at ten different substrate temperatures with Q = 0. Curve
fitting gives G, β, and Tc.
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of TES (su-
perconductor) and NTD Ge (semicon-
ductor) thermistor response functions.
Electrothermal Feedback
Earlier generations of bolometers utilized neutron transmutation doped (NTD) germanium
semiconductor thermistors. Transition edge sensor (TES) bolometers replace these semi-
conductor thermistors with superconductor thermistors. As shown in Figure 3.13, TES
thermistors have a much steeper response function but a smaller operational range than
NTD thermistors. Clearly, superconducting thermistors only exhibit significant response to
temperature changes in the narrow transition between their superconducting (RTES = 0)
and normal (RTES = Rn) states. Spider’s bolometers are maintained at a temperature
within their transition by voltage biasing to take advantage of negative electrothermal feed-
back. This application of feedback was proposed by Kent Irwin [63], and this section follows
Irwin and Hilton’s seminal review paper [64].
The resistance of a TES is sensitive to temperature (TTES) and current (ITES).
αI(RTES) =
TTES
RTES
∂RTES
∂TTES
∣∣∣∣
ITES
(3.11)
βI(RTES) =
ITES
RTES
∂RTES
∂ITES
∣∣∣∣
TTES
(3.12)
When a small change in optical loading δQ perturbs the temperature of the TES (TTES =
Tc+δT ), a change in resistance is produced (RTES = R0+δR). Using linear approximations,
C
d(δT )
dt
= PJoule − Plegs +Q (3.13)
= (PJoule,0 − Plegs,0 +Q0) +
(
dPJoule
dRTES
)
δR−
(
dPlegs
dTTES
)
δT + δQ
= 0 +
(
dPJoule
dRTES
)(
αIR0
Tc
δT
)
−GcδT + δQ
= −
[
−αIR0
Tc
(
dPJoule
dRTES
)
+Gc
]
δT + δQ.
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For superconducting thermistors αI is positive. The derivative dPJoule/dRTES is negative
in a voltage-biased configuration (constant VTES) and positive in a current-biased configu-
ration (constant ITES). We select a voltage bias configuration (Figure 3.11b, and discussed
in the previous section) to achieve negative electrothermal feedback, so
C
d(δT )
dt
= −(L+ 1)GcδT + δQ, (3.14)
where the loop gain
L ≡ PJouleαI
TcGc
. (3.15)
Both the changing Joule dissipation and the cooling power of the legs act to restore the
temperature of the TES to equilibrium. Superconducting thermistors are thus easily biased
into stable equilibrium in their transitions. For Spider, L  1 so for transient response the
removal of Joule power dominates over cooling through the legs. Electrothermal feedback
improves linearity and makes the bolometers much faster than the natural thermal time
constant (C/g). This increase in speed relative to NTD bolometers enables time multiplexed
readout.
3.5 Readout
Spider’s TES bolometers are coupled to a cryogenic time domain multiplexed three-stage
Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) amplifier system developed and
fabricated by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). This technology
is described in detail elsewhere [28, 35, 64], so I will only provide a summary here.
The signal from each TES is wired to a Nyquist (NYQ) chip. A Nyquist inductor on
the chip (2 μH), in series with the TES resistance and the input inductor of the SQUID
system, serves as a low-pass L/R filter for SQUID and detector noise. The unavoidable
sampling rate limitations inherent in time domain multiplexing cause high-frequency noise
to be aliased in to the science band. Increasing the inductance of the Nyquist filter reduces
the aliasing of high-frequency noise but slows the multiplexer settling time and makes the
TES circuit more susceptible to instability (electrothermal oscillation). The low thermal
conductance (G) of Spider’s bolometer legs reduces thermal time constants and makes
the devices less prone to instability than sister experiments designed for ground operation
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(BICEP2, Keck).
Each NYQ chip provides Nyquist inductors and shunt resistors for 32 independent de-
tector channels. Wire bonds bridge the signals from the NYQ chips to SQUID multiplexer
(MUX) chips. The filtered signal from each detector channel is inductively coupled to a
first stage SQUID ammeter (SQ1) on the MUX chip. There are 33 SQ1s on each MUX
chip; 32 couple to detectors, and one (the “dark SQUID”) is used to monitor drifts and
magnetic pickup in the SQUID amplifier system. The outputs of the 33 SQ1s are added in
a summing coil that is coupled to a second stage SQUID (SQ2), also located on the MUX
chip. The SQ1s are biased sequentially in rapid succession, so the SQ2 couples to a single
channel at a time (time multiplexing). The SQ2 output is routed to a SQUID series array
(SSA), where it is amplified by 100 SQUIDs in series.
Each set of 33 channels is called a mux column. Two adjacent physical columns of pixels
on a tile share each mux column, so there are four mux columns for each 148 GHz detector
tile (128 TES). All of the channels in a mux column share a single common TES Vbias, but
each column may be biased independently. There are four detector tiles in each focal plane
unit (FPU), coupling to sixteen MUX and NYQ chips. Mux columns are numbered 0 to
15. There are two SSAs per FPU, each serving eight mux columns. The 33 channels in
each column are called mux rows (numbered 0 to 32). Row 0 is the dark SQUID. The two
polarizations (A and B) of each spatial pixel are read out on consecutive rows (by physically
adjacent SQ1s). The lines which bias the SQ1s (known as “row selects”) activate the same
row simultaneously for all of the columns. Because the SQ1s for all mux columns within
a mux row share a common bias, they are prescreened at 4 K to ensure adequate critical
current uniformity within an FPU.
The MUX and NYQ chips are cooled to 300 mK. In the original RevX design, the SSA
was also at 300 mK. Large resonances in the SSA introduced significant noise in the readout.
The SSA is now set off from the 4 K stage and SSA resonances are no longer a significant
concern.
The entire TES and SQUID system for each FPU is controlled and readout by a single
ambient-temperature Multi-Channel Electronics (MCE) crate developed by the University
of British Columbia (UBC) [10, 9, 121]. A crystal clock (Sync Box) synchronizes the MCEs
for the six Spider telescope inserts. The fundamental clock rate is 50 MHz. Each MCE
has an Address Card, which switches the SQ1 biases on and off, shifting between rows after
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a number of clock cycles given by row len. We generally choose a value of row len in the
range 80–100 (exact value selected to optimize noise performance), so each of the 33 rows is
biased on for ∼1.5–2 μs with a revisit rate of ∼15–20 kHz. Because the system must settle
after each switch, only the sum of the data from the last num samples = 10 clock ticks
is acquired. The data is currently filtered and down sampled with data rate = 38 cycles
per data packet, so data packets are written to disk at ∼400–500 Hz. This data rate was
selected for an Alice Springs flight, and will probably be increased to about 120 due to the
slower scanning speed planned for the McMurdo flight. Two Readout Cards in each MCE
handle the readout and feedback of the SSAs. Bias Cards provide the low noise DC biases
to the SQUID system and to the TES’. The MCE Clock Card controls all of the other
cards, assembles the data frames, and communicates with the outside world. Each MCE is
connected via an optical fiber to a computer that acquires the data and that can be used
to dynamically reconfigure the readout system.
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Chapter 4
Receiver Performance
In the preceeding chapters I have introduced Spider’s science goals, design principles, de-
tector technology and hardware. In this chapter I discuss the measured performance of
engineering grade Spider detectors and receivers. Most of this work has been performed at
Caltech. The Spider, BICEP2, and Keck instruments utilize nearly identical optical de-
signs, detectors, and readout technologies. Synergy between these instrument collaborations
has greatly accelerated progress toward shared technology goals. Early detector develop-
ment efforts centered around test beds capable of characterizing just one or two devices at
a time. I joined this effort in June 2007, performing optical characterization of individual
devices in a windowed cryogenic test bed. Notes about my measurements can be found in
the White Dewar Logbook [118]. Spider’s modular design enables individual testing of its
six flight receivers in the Spider test cryostat. In February 2009 the Caltech Spider team
began characterization of full focal planes of detectors coupled through flightlike optics.
Details regarding our measurements and results can be found in in the Spider Analysis Log-
book [114]. In this chapter I examine, one by one, important characteristics that will dictate
the flight performance of Spider’s receivers. I conclude the chapter with a summary of the
currently achieved performance of 148 GHz receivers and my recommendations for future
work (Table 4.4, §4.10).
4.1 Beam Profiles
The CMB B-mode signal is much smaller than both the temperature anisotropy and the
E-mode signal. Beam mismatch and imperfect beam characterization can lead to a mixing
of temperature and polarization signals, producing a false B-mode signal. Accurate beam
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characterization and tight control of systematic beam effects is required to make high-fidelity
polarization maps. We can geometrically decompose the difference between the beams of
the two orthogonally polarized detectors for any pixel. The leading terms are the mismatch
in beam width, center, and ellipticity. These and other useful figures of merit characterizing
systematic errors are defined by Takahashi et al. [116].
Far-field Measurements
Spider’s small apertures enable preflight far field characterization of the lens-coupled beams
(D2/λ = 30 m at 148 GHz). The University of Toronto has recently completed construction
of a telescope mount capable of scanning the Spider test cryostat in azimuth and elevation.
Prior to its availability, we performed some preliminary beam characterization using a
chopped blackbody source (10.8 cm aperture) on a simple linear stage with a 1.4 m throw
distance. The Spider test cryostat was oriented nearly horizontally to view the source
down a hallway at an aperture-to-aperture distance of 29.4 m. With the source centered on
the beam, the linear stage could be manually rotated to measure the beam pattern along
slices at different boresight angles. We sampled only two pixels because the experiment
setup and alignment for each pixel is very time intensive and because cryogenic limitations
on the orientation of the cryostat do not allow access to the full focal plane.
Scanning across a beam, the amplitude of the chopped signal was much larger than the
change in the DC offset, indicating that the two-fin blade effectively chopped the source.
The position of the source was not encoded, but measurements made using forward- and
backward-going scans were indistinguishable, suggesting that the stage maintained a consis-
tent scan rate (∼0.5 cm/s) during each scan. The signal was very clear above the noise. We
recovered the beam pattern by demodulating the data using a narrow (0.7 Hz wide) filter
around the modulation frequency (∼18 Hz). Jeff Filippini has led the analysis of Spider
beam maps.
Beam slices taken at a single declination angle are plotted for four detectors in Fig-
ure 4.1. The measured beam slices can be well approximated by Gaussian fits, with a
slight decrement visible in log scale plots near the edges of the beam (>30 arcmin from
the beam center). The blackbody source was circular in shape, with an apparent diameter
of 12.6 arcmin from the cryostat. This is comparable to the beam size, and augments the
apparent beam width by about 3%. Deconvolving the beam and source, a beam slice fit by
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Figure 4.1: Far field beam slices (black) for two pixels showing detectors of both polariza-
tions (A and B) in linear and log scales along with Gaussian fits (red dashed). Plots credit:
J. Filippini.
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Figure 4.2: Difference between the beams of the A and B polarization detectors for a single
pixel. Linear scans were taken at four stage angles. The profiles have been normalized
to peak at unity for the 0◦-oriented scan. An A/B pointing offset is clearly visible. The
cross section of the offset changes sign and amplitude along different scan directions. Figure
credit: J. Filippini.
a Gaussian with σ = 14.2’ would result from a true beam width of σ = 14.6’ (34’ FWHM).
Each physical pixel on the focal plane is monitored by two detectors (“A” and “B”)
coupled to orthogonal antennas. Differencing the normalized beams of the two polarized
detectors of each pixel, we find an offset in their beam centers (Figure 4.2). For the tested
pixel, the offset between the fit beam centers of the A and B detectors varies from 0.05’–
0.35’ between scans along four different axes (differing by 45◦). The measured offset of
0.35’ is 2.4% of σ (the beam size), or, alternately, 1% of the beam full width half maximum
(FWHM).
BICEP2, our sister experiment on the ground, has characterized far field beam proper-
ties over their entire focal plane [2]. They measure differential pointing |rA − rB|/σ = 10%
(mean) ±4% (measured standard deviation across focal plane) and differential beam width
|σA−σB|/σ = 0.3%± 0.2%. For beam ellipticity they find e = (σmaj−σmin)/σ = 3%±3%
and, for differential ellipticity, |eA − eB|/2 = 1.2% ± 9%. The large variation in measured
differential ellipticity is believed to be due to beam distortions in some pixels caused by
“beam steering,” which is most easily studied in the near field.
The relative importance of different systematic beam effects depends on scan strategy,
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and thus varies from instrument to instrument. We have used Spider’s simulation pipeline
to characterize the level of the false B-mode signal generated by each of the leading-order
beam effects. The observed levels of differential beam width and differential ellipticity
generate false B-modes at a level that is negligible relative to Spider’s r = 0.03 noise floor.
The simulations suggest that the level of differential pointing measured in BICEP2 (10%)
would produce a false B-mode signal at multipole l = 100 at the level of 20% of a r = 0.03
signal, assuming that the pointing offset does not rotate with the half-wave plate [95].
Our far-field measurement of a single Spider pixel suggests that differential pointing
might be a factor of a few smaller in Spider than in BICEP2. In coming months large-
scale beam mapping of entire Spider focal planes will confirm or deny this finding. The
cause of differential pointing is not well understood. Differential pointing at the level of
the antenna is not sufficient to produce differential pointing in the far field of the telescope,
but may seed effects generated by a lens or filter. Some preliminary evidence points toward
a dielectric filter in BICEP2 (not used in Spider). The A/B beam offset in BICEP2 is
generally oriented along the axis parallel to the wire bond edge. Roger O’Brient has isolated
the dominant cause of this effect at the antenna level. A coupling between the interleaved
A and B summing trees rotates the phase of the signals. Simulation and testing have shown
that this coupling is most strongly associated with the tree branches that run parallel to the
wire bond edge of the tile. Roger has recently redesigned the feed network for the 148 GHz
antenna to introduce more space between the most strongly coupled lines. Near field maps
of tiles made using this new design exhibit a 2–3× reduction in A/B beam offset, which
may translate in to the far field.
Near-field Measurements
Only far field beam properties impact the quality of science data, but near field mapping is
a useful tool for diagnosing beam effects. We map beams in the near field of the telescope
using a chopped hot blackbody source scanned across the field of view by a computer-
controlled two-stage linear actuator. The assembly is clamped to the top of the Spider
test cryostat, with the source 5” above the the window aperture. Typically, the mapper
scans a 15” square grid, translating in steps of 1/4” and then pausing for 5 s. The first
second of data at each location is discarded to permit microphonic dissipation. The chopper
is operated at 10–15 Hz, taking care to avoid any observed RF pickup frequencies. In our
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Near Field Maps
Tile JAB090323.1
Figure 4.3: Near field maps for three example devices from tile JAB090323.1 in Run 2.1.
Left : Device with symmetric beam exhibiting very little beam steer. Center : Moderate
beam steer (not unusual). Right : Significant beam steer (an edge pixel, the worst on this
tile). Edge devices on bad tiles exhibit even more severe beam steer (not shown). Maps
credit: J. Filippini.
measurements, we have found that the change in thermal loading on the detectors as the hot
source enclosure scans across the aperture produces an (unchopped) DC variation nearly
10× as large as the chopped signal amplitude. The signal to noise of the chopped signal is
good, however.
Near field beam maps for three example devices are plotted in Figure 4.3. We find
that beams of the antennas are steered away from the primary axis. The steered beams
illuminate the aperture asymmetrically. Asymmetrical truncation of the beam introduces
ellipticity and complicated higher-order effects in the far field beams [2]. For most pixels,
far field beam mismatch is not dominated by this effect.
Beam steer is generally most significant for pixels on the edge of a tile. The steering is
frequently oriented toward the center of the tile. We postulate that a spatial gradient in the
index of the interlayer dielectric (ILD) is causing the summing network to add signals out
of phase with each other. Power is transmitted through the niobium microstrip summing
tree in a quasi-TEM mode [48, 102]. The resulting time-varying fields in the SiO2 ILD both
dissipate power and shift in phase as they propagate through the tree. The phase shift (per
unit distance) depends on the index of the dielectric. Signals from all of the antenna slot
elements are combined such that they are added in phase assuming that the index of the
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dielectric is spatially constant across the device. If the index of the dielectric is not constant,
the signals from the slots are not in phase when they are added because the microstrips
from different antenna slots pass through distinct physical regions of the device.
Zemax physical optics simulations of a uniform phase gradient across an array exhibit
strong qualitative agreement with observed near field maps. Agreement with this model
requires a phase gradient of tens of degrees across the antenna of devices exhibiting moderate
beam steer (Figure 4.3). Significant beam steer may be produced by phase gradients of a
couple hundred degrees. A phase gradient of 180◦ across a pixel could be produced by an
index variation of ∼0.1 (5%) [2].
We use specially designed test devices to measure variations in the index of the ILD [75].
A shared single polarization slot antenna is coupled by niobium microstrips to two TES’
through a 3 dB power divider. The microstrips coupling the antenna power to the two TES’
are identically 3 μm wide. One of them is interrupted by a section 8 μm wide and 4 mm
long. This section acts as a resonant cavity. The ratio of the signals at the two TES exhibits
prominent fringes in the frequency domain. The fringe spacing is directly proportional to
the phase velocity in the wide microstrip section. Average beam steer amplitude varies
significantly between tiles. Measurements of several test tiles show a strong correlation
between the strength of the observed beam steer effect and the measured degree of index
variation for the tile. The current practice is to discard tiles which exhibit exceptionally
large beam steer. No direct solutions are presently being pursued to reduce index variation
in fabricated tiles.
Antenna Beams Decoupled from Optics
The slot antenna array is square (Figure 3.3, right). It is about 7.2 mm on a side for
148 GHz devices, and scales linearly with wavelength so that beam width is the same for all
bands. In the far field of the antenna (D2/λ ≈ 2.5 cm), the beam should be approximately
a square sinc function (the Fourier transform of a uniformly illuminated square). Near the
beam center, it can be well approximated by a Gaussian.
I have characterized antenna beams independently of the Spider optical system in a
test dewar known as the “White Dewar.” A single pixel can be optically coupled to the lab
environment through a window in this helium-cooled Janis dewar. The pixel is varnished
(at the corners) on to a silicon support substrate. The simple gold-plated copper mounting
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box bolts to a stage cooled to ∼300 mK by a 3He-3He-4He fridge and temperature controlled
using a PID loop. The pixel views the window through the silicon mounting substrate with a
λ/4 fused silica AR coating. An Eccosorb1 LS-26/SS-3 absorber covers the backplane of the
mounting box. There are no lenses in the system. An AR-coated 0.5 mm thick fluorogold
filter is mounted on the inner 4 K shield (niobium). AR-coated teflon filters (14 mm and
19 mm thick) are mounted on the outer 4 K shield (aluminum) and the nitrogen-cooled 77 K
shield. A Zotefoam2 window seals the 300 K vacuum vessel. This window is the limiting
aperture (60◦ field of view, with a misalignment of ∼5◦).
The beams are mapped using a chopped source raster scanned over a blackened planar
surface by two linear stages. A commercial SQUID system reads out the TES bolometers,
which are wired in the usual voltage-biased configuration. The measured beams are in
agreement with the beam model. The main beam is symmetrical, with a width σ = 6.5◦
(15◦ FWHM), and beam width is well matched between A and B polarizations on a pixel
(Figure 4.4). The four primary sidelobes appear at −13 dB about 24◦ from the beam center,
as predicted by the model (Figure 4.5). In Spider, these sidelobes are terminated on the
1.8 K aperture stop.
Roger O’Brient has recently designed a new summing tree that sums the elements of the
antenna array with a Gaussian taper. This should reduce the amplitude of the sidelobes
and couple more power in to the main beam. Results from preliminary testing in the “Short
Keck” dewar show a significant conversion of sidelobe response into main beam response
(Figure 4.6). Short Keck is a new test bed that enables simultaneous beam mapping of
detectors on entire FPU in the far field of the antennas, with no lenses and an aperture
large enough to view the primary sidelobes.
1http://www.eccosorb.com/
2http://www.zotefoams.com/
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Figure 4.4: Top: Antenna far field beam patterns of both polarizations (A and B) for a
single 145 GHz test pixel. This is the measured response in the far field of the antenna, with
filters but no lenses in the optical path. The designation of this test pixel is JAB080312.2
(2, 4). Bottom: Azimuthally collapsed profiles of the beams, shown with Gaussian fits.
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Figure 4.5: Top left : Model of the far field beam pattern of an antenna (before coupling
through the telescope), shown in log scale to emphasize side lobes. In Spider all antenna
side lobes are terminated within the telescope on the cold black Lyot stop and sleeve. Top
right : Measured beam pattern for a 99 GHz test device, made with the White Dewar
using an electrically chopped amplified noise source. Two of the sidelobes may have been
stopped by the dewar aperture. The beam saturated around 4.5 dB, so the beam center
has been cropped down to 6 dB. A second map (not shown) was made of the beam center
(at lower source power). Bottom: The two measured beam maps were combined to form a
single azimuthally collapsed profile (blue dots). The sidelobes peak at 13 dB around 24◦,
as predicted by the model. Cross sections of the model along the x-axis and along the x–y
diagonal are shown as black and red lines.
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Figure 4.6: Beam maps of the antenna far field taken recently in the Short Keck cryostat.
Log scale. Left : Antenna elements summed with uniform amplitude. Right : New design due
to Roger O’Brient. Antenna elements summed with a Gaussian taper. The total efficiency
is preserved. The side lobes are reduced and the main beam enhanced. Maps credit: Keck
collaboration.
4.2 Frequency Band Definition
Spider’s frequency bands are set by the design of the antennas and the on-chip LC fil-
ters (§3.2). Band edges must be defined sharply and appropriately to minimize response to
temporally variable atmospheric line emission that can increase loading and contaminate
sky maps.
Measured Bands and Band Edges
We have measured the spectra of devices in a test focal plane using a Fourier Transform
Spectrometer (FTS) clamped over the window of the Spider test cryostat. The FTS is
a Michelson interferometer built by the Princeton group, with some modifications by the
Caltech group. The field of view is filled by an unmodulated liquid nitrogen source and the
off-source beam is directed on to an Eccosorb absorber at ambient lab temperature. In our
testing, the moving mirror was scanned across 300 mm at 2 mm/s. The results of forward
and backward scans were indistinguishable above the noise. Scans were taken with the FTS
centered on the window and oriented at three different axial clockings, each separated by
45◦. At each clocking, scans were made at five different FTS pointing angles (adjusted by
a single goniometer). More than ten devices achieved significant S/N in each scan. In this
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way, adequate measurements of nearly all active devices on the focal plane were made in
just a few hours. Most devices were illuminated by multiple different scans. The shape
of the measured spectra showed no appreciable dependence on the orientation or pointing
angle of the FTS.
A fourth degree polynomial was subtracted from each device interferogram and then a
Hanning window applied. A S/N-weighted average interferogram was calculated for each
tile. The FFT was taken without folding the interferogram over onto itself. The magnitude
of the result was divided by ν2 to deconvolve the device spectrum and the blackbody source
spectrum (Bν ∝ ν2 because hν  kT ). This factor of ν2 is responsible for the slope in the
noise floor of the semilog plots.
Four notably different tiles were installed when we took spectral measurements in Run
2.1 of the Spider test cryostat. One was a test tile designed to measure the variation of
the ILD index (see §4.1). Another was designed for a 99 GHz band center. The basic
functionality of this tile was confirmed, but the spectra were affected by severe fringing
because the optics of the telescope were optimized for the 148 GHz band. A third tile
(designation JAB090323.1) was an older wafer, designed for a band center of 145 GHz.
The target band center has been shifted up because a band centered at 145 GHz shows
significant response at the 115 GHz galactic carbon monoxide line and at the 118 GHz
atmospheric oxygen line. The final tile (designation JAB100104.1) was fabricated with the
current design, targeting a band center of 148 GHz. The weighted average spectra of these
two tiles are plotted in Figure 4.7.
The bandwidth of the 148 GHz tile
Δν =
(
∫
F (ν)dν)2∫
F 2(ν)dν
(4.1)
is 41 GHz, so Δν/ν0 = 28%.
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Figure 4.7: Top: The average passband for devices from tile JAB090323.1. This passband
was judged to be too low, and tiles are now made to target a higher passband. Bottom:
The average passband for devices from tile JAB100104.1. This newer tile was fabricated
using the same filter design and ILD thickness which we use in the fabrication of 148 GHz
science flight tiles. Both passband averages have been normalized to one at peak response.
Plotted in grey is the atmospheric emission in pW/GHz (solid line) and the location of the
J=1-0 CO transition (dashed).
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Figure 4.8: Measured band centers for devices on tile JAB100401.1. Left : Histogram of
band centers. Due to noise in the spectral measurements this represents an upper limit on
the actual dispersion in band centers. Right : Band centers mapped by the physical row
and column of each device on the tile. There is no obvious spatial pattern.
Uniformity
Uniformity in the location of band edges is important, especially to control differential
response to atmospheric and galactic CO emission lines. To date we have performed spec-
troscopy on just one full tile of Spider devices made with flightlike filters, so we do not have
a good measurement of the tile-to-tile variation in band center. However, I performed spec-
troscopy in the White Dewar (single pixel test bed described in §4.1) on individual devices
from several different 99 and 145 GHz tiles. The band centers from those measurements
are tabulated in Appendix B.11. The variation in measured band centers is at the level of a
couple gigahz both within a tile and between tiles. In Figure 4.8 I histogram band centers
for devices on a single 148 GHz tile measured in the Spider test cryostat. The standard
deviation is about 1 GHz. The spectra and spectral differences for A/B polarization pairs
from three pixels are shown in Figure 4.9. In-band spectral differences are small and show
no apparent bias, so they should subtract effectively for common mode broadband sources.
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Figure 4.9: Spectra from both devices of both polarizations (A and B) for three represen-
tative pixels on test tile JAB100104.1. The relative normalization of the spectra are chosen
such that the integral of the difference spectrum vanishes. The absolute normalization is
arbitrarily chosen such that the mean value in the center of the band is close to unity.
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Integrated loading
Figure 4.10: Convolution of the atmospheric model shown in Figure 2.1 with the measured
passband of JAB100104.1 using the measured optical efficiency (η0 = 33%).
Atmospheric Lines and Interstellar CO Lines
Atmospheric emission includes both broadband water emission and narrow water and oxy-
gen line emission (Figure 2.1). In Figure 4.10 I convolve our atmospheric model with the
average measured spectrum from the 148 GHz tile (normalized by the measured optical
response dP/dTRJ = 0.16). The total predicted atmospheric loading is 0.10 pW per single-
polarization device. This is comparable to the CMB loading, but a factor of a few smaller
than the internal loading. The photon noise contributed by atmospheric loading is quite
small compared to the measured dark noise level.
Atmospheric turbulence generates fluctuations in atmospheric emission, especially in
water. A large fraction (∼85%) of the atmospheric emission absorbed by the 148 GHz band
is broadband water emission, so the response to these fluctuations will be mostly common
mode across the focal plane. Variations in spectral response do not average out as well
for narrow emission lines. In band spectral differences between devices at the level of 10%
(Figure 4.9) could result in differential coupling to atmospheric lines at a level of ∼1 fW
(∼1% in gain). Variations in band center at the level of 1 GHz (Figure 4.8) would result in
differential coupling of ∼2 fW to the 118 GHz oxygen line and ∼0.5 fW to the 181 GHz water
line. There is little to be gained by moving the band or shrinking it. Further, the effect
of in-band variation is comparable to the effect of band center variation, so improvements
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Figure 4.11: Early tiles were made with a filter that produced band centers around 99 GHz.
The cyan spectrum here is a model based on measurements of individual 99 GHz devices.
The blue model is a 6% lower band (the target for future tiles). Plotted in grey is the
atmospheric emission in pW/GHz (solid line) and the location of the J=1→0 CO transition
(dashed).
in band center uniformity would not have a dramatic impact on differential atmospheric
response.
We have not yet performed spectroscopy on any devices with a band center of 93 GHz
(the intended science design). Early devices exhibited a band center of 99 GHz. A few
such device spectra were measured in the White Dewar. Spectroscopy was performed on
an entire 99 GHz tile in the Spider test cryostat, but the measured spectra exhibited
severe fringing because the telescope optics were optimized for the 148 GHz band. I have
combined existing data on 99 GHz devices to form a passband model (Figure 4.11). The
99 GHz model exhibits unacceptably high exposure to the CO line at 115 GHz. Future
tiles will be made with an LC filter designed for a band center of 93 GHz. In Figure 4.12
I convolve our atmospheric model with the 93 GHz band model normalized to η0 = 33%.
The total predicted atmospheric loading is <0.03 pW per single-polarization device. Like
the 148 GHz band, most (∼85%) of the atmospheric loading is due to broadband water
emission. In band spectral differences between devices at the level of 10% would result in
differential coupling to atmospheric lines at a level of 0.4 fW (∼1% in gain). Variations in
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Figure 4.12: Convolution of the atmospheric model shown in Figure 2.1 with the 93 GHz
band model (Figure 4.11) assuming an optical efficiency η0 = 33%.
band center at the level of 1 GHz would introduce differences in atmospheric coupling at a
level of 0.8 fW, primarily in the 118 GHz oxygen line and the broadband water emission.
Above Band Reponse
Before the Spider test cryostat was commissioned, I optically characterized individual
145 GHz test pixels in a windowed dewar with no lenses. To measure above band response,
I coupled the main beams of the detectors to a chopped blackbody source and then inserted
a high-pass thick grill filter (TGF) with a cutoff around 185 GHz in to the optical path.
The measured leakage was small (0.5%).
When we mated detectors to our full telescope optics we discovered much higher leakage
(∼2%). This pickup was the result of radiation coupling directly to the TES island. Direct
island coupling is not as strongly directional as the antenna beam, so it increased in a
relative sense with the addition of the lenses. To reduce this response, we decreased the size
of the cutout in the niobium ground plane around the TES island and added niobium to
the silicon nitride support legs. We also added a low-pass metal mesh filter (7 cm−1 cutoff
for 148 GHz focal planes) on the detector side of the eyepiece lens with a light-tight seal
to the shielding enclosure. The above-band response of 148 GHz detectors coupled through
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the optics is now no longer visible above our measurement noise (∼0.1%). We have not yet
performed a comparable measurement for 93 GHz detectors, but the TES island geometry
is the same for detectors at all frequencies.
4.3 Polarization Efficiency
Cross-polarization response () is the magnitude of the detector response to an an input
optical signal polarized in the cross-polarization direction relative to the response to a
signal polarized purely in the co-polarization direction. Polarization efficiency (γ) is given
by (1 − )/(1 + ). Cross-polarization response is measured because the amplitudes of the
polarization power spectra are proportional to γ2 [116].
Coupling a 145 GHz device in the White Dewar to a chopped thermal source, I set a 1%
upper limit on polarization leakage by manually rotating a polarizing wire grid in the beam
and comparing minimum and maximum coupling amplitudes to a chopped thermal source.
Using the Spider test cryostat, Jeff Filippini coupled a 148 GHz receiver to a chopped
thermal source through a small aperture filled by a polarizing wire grid. The amplitude of
the coupling was measured at 11 grid orientations in steps of 11.25◦ from 0◦ to 112.5◦. The
results for one representative pixel are plotted in Figure 4.13. They set an upper limit of 2%
on the cross-polarization response. This measurement was made with the cold half-wave
plate installed.
Spider and BICEP2 use very similar detectors and optics. The BICEP2 collaboration
has observed a linearly polarized source in the far field at telescope orientations parallel to
and perpendicular to the polarization sensitivity of the detectors. They report measuring
polarization leakage at or below 5× 10−3 [2]. Polarization pairs for each pixel are coupled
to physically adjacent first stage SQUID readout channels. Known cross talk between
neighboring SQ1s on MUX06a chips (MUX version used by BICEP2) was measured by
NIST to be at the level of 3× 10−3 [35]. This cross talk may explain much of the observed
polarization leakage in BICEP2.
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Figure 4.13: Measured device response to a thermal source polarized by a wire grid. A
sinusoidal fit suggests cross-polarization response at the level of 2%. This measurement
was made in engineering Run 2.1, and results are shown for a representative pixel (2,2) on
tile JAB100104.1. Figure credit: J. Filippini.
4.4 Efficiency of Optical Response
Spider’s sensitivity is directly related to the efficiency of its response to sky signal. In
Appendix A.1 I define metrics for optical efficiency and describe the basic methods of
measurement and calculation.
Measured End-to-End Response of Receiver
To measure the optical response of a receiver, we simulate variations in sky temperature
by optically coupling a temperature-controlled cold black body to the telescope. The “cold
load” cryostat may be bolted to the front of the primary test cryostat (Figure 4.14) or to
the flight cryostat. The unit cannot be mounted and demounted while the main cryostat is
cold because it shares a vacuum space with its mate. Inside, millimeter-black surfaces man-
ufactured by Thomas Keating Ltd.3 are tiled over a large (15”) beam filling copper plate.
Several Lakeshore diodes are embedded within the tiles, and a resistive heater is mounted
on the back side. The cold load is cooled by its own (23 L) helium tank, independent from
its mating cryostat. A carbon fiber truss provides a weak thermal link between the black
3http://www.terahertz.co.uk/
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Figure 4.14: Left : The cold load cryostat, about to be bolted to the front of the primary test
cryostat. Infrared filters are seen here in both the test cryostat and the cold load cryostat.
Right : Behind the filters, the cold load cryostat contains a temperature controlled beam
filling black body comprised of black Thomas Keating tiles. Small pyramids on the surface
increase the number of light scatterings.
body and the bath, allowing temperature control between about 5 and 20 K. We generally
take load curves at about five temperatures spanning this range. Due to observed thermal
transients, the system is allowed to equilibrate for ∼30 min at each cold load temperature.
The resulting fits exhibit good linearity. The cold load helium tank may be emptied to
allow operation well above 20 K if larger temperature variations are required.
This test configuration differs optically from the flight configuration by its exclusion of
the vacuum window, but this should have a small effect on the measured optical reponse
because the target loss for the thin flight window is much less than 1%. The filters which
shield the cold black body will have a small effect in the opposite direction. One infrared
shader is mounted on the cold load vapor-cooled shield. Two more infrared shaders and a
hot press filter mount on the 4 K stage.
Measurements of the end-to-end optical response of 148 GHz band engineering grade
Spider receivers are tabulated in Appendix B.7. We typically measure dP/dTRJ  0.15–
0.18 pW/KRJ , corresponding to η0  30%–35%. “Dark TES” (not coupled to antennas)
are used to measure the level of direct optical coupling to the TES island itself. There are
four dark TES on each tile (the two corner pixels along the wirebond edge). Measurements
of the optical response of dark TES are tabulated in Appendix B.8. These devices typically
respond at dP/dTRJ  0.002–0.004 pW/KRJ , or about 2% of the antenna response.
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Figure 4.15: Left : A device mounted using GE varnish to a silicon support substrate, which
is varnished to a copper mounting block inside of a niobium box (shown with niobium cover
off). The backplane on the inside of the niobium cover is simply an absorber (Eccosorb
LS-26/SS-3), not a quarter-wave reflective backshort. In this image the black-insulated
wires are the shunt resistors (bronze wires with ∼3 mΩ resistance). The gold-plated copper
clamp on top of the box is the mount for the Cernox thermometer. Center : An appropriate
antireflection coating is varnished on the opposite side of the silicon substrate. Right : The
test device is optically coupled through a niobium light pipe to a black body through a
9 cm−1 Ade filter and a fluorogold filter. The black body can be controlled to temperatures
between 4.5 and 14.5 K.
Measured Response of Antenna-coupled Bolometers
Before we had the capability of instrumenting focal planes in the Spider test cryostat,
I measured the properties of individual test devices in the White Dewar. Devices were
optically coupled to a cold black body inside the dewar, as shown and described in Fig-
ure 4.15. The temperature of the black body was modulated between 4.5 and 14.5 K while
the substrate temperature of the test device was held constant using a heater, a Cernox
thermometer, and a PID control loop. PID temperature stability at the level of tenths
of millikelvin was routinely achieved. The Cernox thermometer is mounted on metal, not
directly on the silicon substrate. However, the relative change in temperature between an
NTD thermometer mounted directly on the silicon device and the Cernox thermometer was
measured to be only 0.6 mK per 10 K of black body temperature change. This is a small
(1% level) correction to the efficiency measurement.
The TES electrical circuit implemented was the same as that described in §3.4. Readout
was performed using a single stage commercial SQUID system (not multiplexed). I measured
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the gain of each SQUID cold by ramping a known amount of current through it. Shunt
resistances (∼3 mΩ) were measured by putting these resistors in parallel with TES sensors
with a normal resistance (∼50 mΩ) which had been characterized precisely using a 4-wire
resistance bridge measurement. These measurements of SQUID gain and shunt resistance
are reliable to an accuracy of a couple percent.
The measured optical response data from 99 and 145 GHz test pixels are tabulated in
Appendices B.5 and B.6. The example shown in Figure A.1 is a device measured in this
manner; its designation is JAB080529 (3, 2, B).
Loss Mechanisms
Let us evaluate some of the factors that impact end to end optical efficiency. My best esti-
mates for the transmission of various elements of the optical system are listed in Table 4.1.
Estimated
Loss Mechanism Efficiency
Sidelobes terminated by stop 75%
Antenna summing tree (ILD loss) 81%
AR-coated silicon with backshort 90%
Reflections off of 3 hot-pressed filters 90%
Absorption in lenses 91%
Half-wave plate 98%
Absorption by nylon filter 99%
Reflections off AR-coated lenses and nylon filter > 99%
Vacuum window and IR shaders > 99%
Product 43%
Table 4.1: Model of loss mechanisms for the 148 GHz band.
Side Lobes
Physical optics modeling performed by Marc Runyan using Zemax suggests that, in the time
reversed sense, ∼76% of the optical beam power of our antennas passes through the optical
stop. Most of this power lost is in the primary sidelobes. The power is terminated cold
and not coupled to the sky. For devices exhibiting moderate beam steer (see Figure 4.3),
modeled transmission is 73%–75%. A new summing tree has been designed that sums the
elements of the antenna array with a Gaussian taper in amplitude. This should couple more
power in to the main beam for future tiles (see Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.16: A histogram of measured values of α from a 148 GHz test tile (T100122.2). All
of the devices with measured α > 0.09 where edge pixels. The high-α outlier was a corner
pixel.
Summing Tree
Power is transmitted through the superconducting Nb microstrip summing tree in a quasi-
TEM mode [48, 102]. The transmission coefficient of the microstrip has both an attenuation
component (real) and a phase shift component (imaginary),
γ = α + iβ. (4.2)
The time-varying fields in the SiO2 interlayer dielectric (ILD) substrate dissipate power
as heat. This should be the dominant microstrip loss mechanism for superconducting mi-
crostrips. We have measured the attenuation per unit length (α) in the 148 GHz band with
our nominal microstrip geometry, which is ∼400 nm thick Nb microstrip on 290 nm thick
SiO2 ILD over a Nb groundplane (which terminates the field penetration). We measure α
using a shared single polarization 148 GHz slot antenna array coupled by Nb microstrips
to two TES’ through a 3 dB power divider. The microstrips coupling the divided antenna
power to the two TES’ are identically 3.1 μm wide. One of them is 10.8 cm longer than the
other, so
α = − 1
10.8 cm
ln
(
ηlong
ηshort
)
. (4.3)
A histogram of measured values of α from a 148 GHz test tile can be found in Figure 4.16.
This histogram includes only devices with working readout of both TES’. There is a notable
spread across the tile. There also appears to be variation from tile to tile. A measurement
by the Keck collaboration found ∼0.11 cm−1 (different tile, also SiO2 ILD).
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The length of the actual science 148 GHz device summing tree is 2.1 cm (from an-
tenna tap to TES), so I estimate that the summing tree transmission is approximately
e−(2.1 cm)(0.1 cm−1) = 81% on average. The summing tree cannot easily be shortened. Loss
might be reduced through the use of a different ILD material. We tested devices with a
silicon nitride ILD, but found that they exhibited an unacceptable level of A/B beam offset
(both measured and simulated).
Absorption and Reflection
Neglecting reflections, the transmission power fraction of a dielectric is
T = e−2πnt tan(δ)/λ. (4.4)
For the 3/32” thick Nylon 6/6 filter, I use n ∼ 1.73, t ∼ 2.4 mm, tan(δ) ∼ 8 × 10−4 at
93 GHz and 10−3 at 148 GHz to estimate the absorption of the Nylon to be ∼0.6% at 93
GHz and ∼1.3% at 148 GHz. For the two HDPE lenses, I use n ∼ 1.52, t ∼ 67 mm (through
the centers of two lenses combined — so an upper limit), tan(δ) ∼ 2.4 × 10−4 at 93 GHz
and 2.8× 10−4 at 148 GHz to estimate the combined absorption to be ∼5% at 93 GHz and
∼8% at 148 GHz.
Assuming the use of 0.001” thick teflon with n ∼ 1.44 and tan(δ) ∼ 4× 10−4, I estimate
the absorption of the thin flight vacuum window to be much less than 0.1%. The in-band
loss of the infrared shaders should also be less than 0.1%.
The surfaces of the lenses and the nylon filter are all covered with quarter-wave coatings
to reduce reflections. An ideal coating has an index of refraction nAR =
√
ns and a thickness
tAR = λ/4nAR where ns is the index of the substrate [51]. This will perfectly transmit light
at the wavelength λ. We have chosen (Porex brand) Mupor coating materials for their
indices, availability, and workability. For example, for the 148 GHz band the lenses are
coated with 0.015” thick Porex PM23DR. The index of refraction of this material (∼1.2) is
well matched to the index of the HDPE lenses. It also has very low loss in the frequencies
of interest. However, the thickness of a coating can only be optimized for a single frequency
and will not be perfect over the finite bandwidth. Further, the thickness tolerance of the
manufactured Porex is a few mils. I calculate that the reflection from each surface will
therefore be on the order of tenths of a percent.
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There are three metal mesh low-pass filters in the optical path of each Spider insert.
These hot-pressed LDPE filters are fabricated and antireflection coated by Peter Ade’s
lab at Cardiff University. One is mounted on the cold side of the 20 K shield (VCS1) filter
stack, one at the entrance to the 4 K insert, and one in the spittoon. Their cutoff frequencies
depend on the frequency band that they are used for. Measurements at room temperature
show that each filter has a typical band-averaged transmission of 95%–98% [108].
The half-wave plate is a polarizer and has preferred axes, so its transmission depends
both on frequency and on its orientation relative to the detector polarization. The sum of
the power transmitted in the two polarizations also varies with the wave plate orientation
relative to the detector axes. Using Sean Bryan’s model for the wave plate parameters
with measured thicknesses and cold indices of refraction [24, 25, 26], I find that for a 25%
square band at 148 GHz the projected band-averaged transmitted power varies from 97.4%
to 97.7% (neglecting loss).
AR-coated Silicon with Backshort
Spider’s detectors are patterned on the antisky side of 500 μm thick silicon substrates.
Quartz tiles of λ/4n thickness are clamped against the sky side of the Si substrates to
minimize reflections. A reflective niobium backplane a distance of λ/4 behind the detec-
tors increases efficiency. Incident radiation excites multiple modes in this multi-interface
structure. Peter Day has calculated (for the 148 GHz band) a band-averaged forward beam
power of ∼90% for this system [33]. A good fraction of the loss is in surface waves which
may be transmitted out of the silicon at the edge of the wafer.
4.5 Internal Optical Loading of Devices
“Internal loading” is all of the power deposited on a TES that is not optical power from
the main beam coupled to the sky. This includes, for example, absorbed emission from
the filters and telescope tube. Even stable internal loading is detrimental because it can
contribute significant photon noise and also reduce the saturation power margin. In the
current Spider optical configuration, measured internal loading is larger than the optical
power from the CMB and the atmosphere, so this photon noise contribution is notable.
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Figure 4.17: Optical response, |dPJoule/dTRJ |, is calculated by a simple linear fit. The
internal loading is inferred to be the measured optical loading (Q) when the temperature
of the cold load black body is extrapolated to zero. Tsub is kept constant throughout
this measurement so that Plegs is constant. The red point represents a measurement of
PJoule on transition with a 300 mK blackened cover completely sealing the focal plane
(so, Q  0 and PJoule  Plegs). The black data points here represent measurements
of PJoule on transition taken with the focal plane observing the blackbody cold load (at
various temperatures) through the telescope tube. In this example we see that even with
the effective sky temperature extrapolated to zero, the device experiences optical loading
Q = Plegs − PJoule ≈ 2.5 pW− 2 pW = 0.5 pW.
Measured Internal Loading
The basic method that we use to measure internal loading is illustrated and described in
Figure 4.17. It requires both a measurement of optical efficiency as described in §4.4 and
a measurement of PJoule saturation power made with the detector at the same substrate
temperature but in a dark sub-Kelvin enclosure. In Appendix A.2 I describe two alterna-
tive methods for calculating internal loading. The first alternative requires more data but
reduces both systematic and statistical errors in comparison with the basic method. The
second alternative can be used to estimate loading when dark (Q = 0) data is not available.
Thus far we have only measured internal loading in the Spider test cryostat. The
Spider flight cryostat has a higher Vapor-Cooled Shield 1 (VCS1) temperature than the
test cryostat (∼30 K, not ∼10 K), but our VCS1 coupling measurements suggest that this
will have a very small effect on loading. Assuming the use of 0.001” thick teflon with
n ∼ 1.44 and tan(δ) ∼ 4× 10−4, the loading due to the thin flight vacuum window should
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Figure 4.18: Measured internal loading (in units of power) is strongly correlated with mea-
sured response to sky loading. Devices with lower response to sky signal also exhibit lower
response to internal loading sources. Variation in internal loading must therefore be domi-
nated by the antennas themselves, not by island pickup (responsible for the DC offset) or
by differential throughput at the Lyot stop (which would produce a negative correlation be-
tween internal loading and dP/dTRJ). This figure plots measurements of three engineering
tiles (individually colored) during test Run 3.0. Internal loading has improved since this
measurement was made, but the strong correlation with sky response remains.
be less than 0.01 pW.
Measurements of the internal loading of 148 GHz band engineering grade Spider re-
ceivers are tabulated in Appendix B.9. I find that internal loading (measured in units
of power) correlates strongly with optical efficiency (see Figure 4.18). With the current
optical configuration we typically see ∼0.4 pW of internal loading in this band for charac-
teristic devices (devices with sky response at the level of dP/dTRJ  0.15 pW/KRJ). “Dark
TES” (not coupled to antennas) are used to measure the level of direct optical coupling to
the TES island itself. Measurements of the internal loading of dark TES are tabulated in
Appendix B.10. These devices typically see 0.01 pW of internal loading.
Sources of Internal Loading
Physical optics modeling performed by Marc Runyan using Zemax suggests that, in the
time-reversed sense, ∼25% of the optical beam power of our antennas falls outside of the
optical stop. Most of this power is in the primary sidelobes. In early optical designs this
beam power was terminated on 4.2 K surfaces. Starting in May 2010 (Run 3), a 1.8 K
blackened sleeve was added on the interior of the telescope tube (Figure 2.7). This reduced
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Component Contribution
Measured Antenna-coupled Internal Loading (Appendix B.9) 0.41 pW
Measured Island-coupled Internal Loading (Appendix B.10) 0.01 pW
Vacuum Window Emission <0.01 pW
Atmospheric Loading (Figure 4.10) 0.10 pW
CMB Loading (2.725 K black body) 0.10 pW
Sum 0.62 pW
Table 4.2: Projected loading on a single-polarization 148 GHz device, using the measured
spectrum and efficiency of tile JAB100104.1 as a model, and internal loading measurements
from test Run 5. Despite reductions, internal loading is still the dominant contribution to
loading and photon noise.
the expected loading from ∼0.1 to ∼0.01 pW for 148 GHz devices with average efficiency.
Measurements have confirmed this improvement (see Appendix B.9).
The only emissive elements in the optical path are the lenses, the nylon filter, the half-
wave plate and the window. The half-wave plate is anchored to the 4 K stage cooled by
the main liquid helium cryostat. Matt Schenker found that, as expected, heating the half-
wave plate by 20 K did not measurably increase the loading on the detectors (upper limit
0.005 pW). Matt also found that increasing the temperature of the first vapor-cooled radi-
ation shield (VCS1) from 11 to 31 K increased the loading by less than 0.05 pW (generally
closer to 0.01 pW). Three of the infrared shaders and one of the high-pass metal mesh Ade
filters are coupled to this stage. The loading contributions of the nylon filter and lenses
have not been measured. The nylon filter is located on the cold end of the filter stack
mounted to the 4 K helium stage, but the temperature at the center of the filter is not
known. Assuming a temperature of 5 K and an emissivity of ∼1%, we anticipate a loading
contribution of less than 0.01 pW for the filter. For the lenses, we anticipate a loading
contribution of ∼0.03 pW assuming a temperature of 5 K and a combined emissivity of
∼9%.
The source of the (large) remainder of the measured internal loading is not well under-
stood. A hot-pressed filter mounted on the 4 K stage of the cold load cryostat may reflect
some fraction of the beam power on to hot surfaces, contributing artificially to our mea-
surement of internal loading. For example, a 1% coupling to a 80 K surface would generate
∼0.12 pW in loading. Any stray light from VCS2 or from the vacuum vessel which pene-
trates in to the telescope tube and couples to the detectors could also contribute significant
loading.
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4.6 Bolometer Properties
Bolometer design characteristics such as transition temperature and leg thermal conduc-
tance directly affect noise levels, as well as the power margin that protects the devices from
saturating. In addition, strong uniformity of all device parameters is crucial so that the
many TES’ that share each electrical bias line may operate simultaneously.
Transition Temperature, Resistance, and Leg Conductance
Transition temperatures (Tc) and normal resistances (Rn) for the Ti and Al TES’ in tested
Spider engineering test tiles are tabulated in Appendix B.1 and B.2. We recently reduced
the target Ti Rn in a bid to reduce aliased noise, and now measure Rn ∼ 30 mΩ with
variation between tiles on the order of 10%. We have little control over the tile average
Ti Tc, which in recent years has generally landed between 500 and 525 mK. The variation
within a tile is at the 1% level. The measured (thin film) aluminum transition is between 1.3
and 1.4 K, which is higher than the transition temperature of bulk aluminum (1.2 K). The
Al TES is used only for lab testing and is superconducting during science mode operation.
Its normal state resistance is about 0.5 Ω.
The thermal conductance of the silicon nitride legs that isolate each bolometer can be
parameterized by G450 (or Gc) and β. We measure these parameters, as well as Tc and
Rn, using the method described in §3.4 and illustrated in Figure 3.12. We also measure
thermal conductance over a broader range of temperatures using the Al transition, and fit
that data using G1340 and β. The results are tabulated together in Appendix B.3. The
thermal conductance of the legs has been intentionally reduced in recent months to reduce
phonon noise. We now measure G450 ≈ 15 pW/K and Gc ≈ 20 pW/K. Variation between
tiles is on the order of 10%. We find β = 2.0–2.2. Prior to 2010, we did not deposit a
niobium film on the bolometer legs and β was typically closer to 2.6.
The Safety Factor (SF) quantifies the saturation power margin
SF =
Plegs
Q
=
GcTc
β + 1
[
1−
(
Tsub
Tc
)β+1]
Q−1 (4.5)
Devices with Q = 0.62 pW (Table 4.2), Gc = 20 pW/K, β = 2.1, Tc = 520 mK and
Tsub = 300 mK have a safety factor of 4.4. Phonon noise ∼ Tc
√
Gc, so we can decrease de-
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tector noise by reducing Gc or Tc, but doing so diminishes the safety factor. Assuming that
we only require a safety factor 2 or 3, we have some margin available. However, lowering G
any further would cause the Al TES to saturate when the focal plane is optically coupled
to the lab environment for beam mapping and spectroscopy. Recent devices saturate the
Al transition from Tsub = 300 mK with just 70–100 pW of applied power (Appendix B.3).
Assuming an optical response of 0.16 pW/K, these devices have a safety factor of only
1.5–2.1 for viewing a 300 K load. They reach their saturation point at optical load tem-
peratures between 440 and 625 K. Clearly, the need to open the telescope to the 300 K
lab environment establishes a stricter requirement than that set by normal science-mode
operation. Decreasing the Ti Tc would not impact the operation of the Al TES. Since 2007,
tile-averaged Tc has varied from about 450 to 600 mK. The cause of this variation is not
understood, so we do not know how to target a lower Tc.
Parameter Uniformity and Shared Bias Yield
The sensitivity and linearity of a device depends on where in its transition it is biased (at
what value of Rfrac = RTES/Rn). TES devices must be biased in a stable part of their
transition to operate effectively (Rfrac  0.4). Spider’s multiplexing system provides only
a single shared TES bias line to each multiplexer column. Bias selection thus requires a
compromise between the properties of the 32 TES devices within that column. However,
each column of devices can be biased independently of the other columns.
Figure 4.19 (left) illustrates the impact of parameter variation on effective (shared bias)
device yield and on the spread in the operating Rfrac of devices sharing a common bias. The
extent to which a desirable common bias voltage may be found depends on the uniformity
of the parameters of the devices. The device parameters most relevant to this discussion
are transition temperature (Tc), normal resistance (Rn), leg thermal conductance (G450 and
β), and nominal optical loading (Q).
Solving for Rfrac using the bolometer equations in §3.4 produces
Rfrac =
(Rshunt)2(Ibias)2(Rn)−1
(G450)(450mK)
β + 1
((
Tc
450mK
)β+1
−
(
Tsub
450mK
)β+1)
−Q
. (4.6)
To assess approximate uniformity requirements, I take the partial derivative of Rfrac with
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Figure 4.19: The 32 TES’ on a multiplexer column share a common bias. Left : Variation in
TES device parameters can produce a large spread in RTES/Rn for any given bias choice.
Outlier devices may not be stable or on transition at the TES bias voltage chosen for the
multiplexer column. This example is not representative. Right : With our current fabrica-
tion process, we achieve a small spread with few outlying devices. This more representative
example comes from test Run 5.1. I show all 21 working optically active devices from mul-
tiplexer column 10. The optical power incident on the devices Q ≈ 0.85 pW. The noise
properties of this set of devices are examined in Figure 4.22.
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σ/mean on δRfrac/Rfrac
Parameter a mux column per σ
Rn 9% 9%
G450 5% 7%
Tc 1% 5%
Q 18% 5%
β 2% 0.2%
Table 4.3: Uniformity of fabricated device parameters within a multiplexor column. On the
right, the contribution of each of these variations to the spread in Rfrac for a given shared
bias voltage, calculated independently for each parameter while holding other parameters
constant.
respect to each fabrication-dependent device parameter. I present the resulting independent
linear approximations here in dimensionless form.
δRfrac
Rfrac
= 2
(
δRshunt
Rshunt
)
δRfrac
Rfrac
= −
(
δRn
Rn
)
δRfrac
Rfrac
= − 1
SF− 1
(
δQ
Q
)
≈ −0.29
(
δQ
Q
)
δRfrac
Rfrac
= − SF
SF− 1
(
δG450
G450
)
≈ 1.3
(
δG450
G450
)
δRfrac
Rfrac
= −(G450)(450mK)
Q
1
SF− 1
(
Tc
450mK
)β+1(δTc
Tc
)
≈ −5.0
(
δTc
Tc
)
δRfrac
Rfrac
=
SF
SF− 1
{(
ln
(
Tc
450mK
)
− 1
β + 1
)(
Tc
450mK
)β+1
−
(
ln
(
Tsub
450mK
)
− 1
β + 1
)(
Tsub
450mK
)β+1}(δβ
β
)
≈ −0.09
(
δβ
β
)
I have assumed the nominal values Q = 0.62 pW, G450 = 15 pW/K, β = 2.1, Tc =
520 mK, and Tsub = 300 mK. For these values the safety factor (SF) is 4.4. We see,
for example, that fractional uniformity requirements for Tc are much stricter than those
for Q or β. Measurements of standard deviations within a multiplexer column of various
device parameters are tabulated in Appendices B.4 and B.7. With the currently achieved
uniformity, the independent δRfrac/Rfrac for each of these parameters is less than 10% (see
Table 4.3).
Our effective device yield is not limited by uniformity considerations (Figure 4.19, right).
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The bias sharing requirement has a relatively small effect on focal plane sensitivity (Fig-
ure 4.22, bottom left and right). This has not always been the case. Prior to 2007, Ti was
sputtered using a smaller gun. Then, Ti thickness varied by approximately 30% from the
center to the edge of the wafer with comparable (∼30%) variation in Rn, and ∼2% variation
in Tc. This was resolved by upgrading to a larger (6”) sputtering gun (§3.3).
4.7 Noise Performance
Assuming good control of systematic effects, noise and optical efficiency will determine
Spider’s sensitivity and mapping speed.
Measuring Noise
To measure noise performance, we record data in the filtered readout mode in which we
expect to take science data (data mode=10). Optical loading is held constant and the focal
plane rests at its base temperature. We characterize noise as a function of TES bias. A
load curve is taken to determine the RTES at each Vbias. The detectors are then biased
and the tile heaters pulsed to put the TES’ in to the normal state. We wait (30 min) for
the focal plane to thermally equilibrate at its base temperature. Because the housekeeping
readout for the Spider test cryostat carries RF noise into the cryostat, we unplug both of
the housekeeping cables (serving the telescope insert and the cryostat) while taking data.
Only the heater power to the fridge heat switch is connected. A script takes 1–2 min of data,
reduces Vbias, pauses for 30 s to allow the system to settle, and then takes the next noise
trace. This is repeated until all devices are superconducting. The bias steps are generally
chosen to be small enough that more than ten noise traces are taken across the transition
of each device.
Each time trace data is first converted from the native readout units to units of equivalent
current at the TES. I subtract a 1st-order polynomial to reduce the effects of temperature
drift, break the trace in to eight segments with a boxcar window function, and take the
discrete Fourier transform of each segment. The squared magnitude of the result is called
a periodogram. The eight periodograms are averaged. The averaged periodogram is a
measure of noise variance per unit frequency. It is symmetric about ν = 0, so without loss
of information, the variance at negative frequencies is then folded over in to the positive
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Figure 4.20: The square root of the noise power spectral density (PSD) for a noise trace
taken during Run 5.1. The PSD is the noise variance per unit frequency. This representative
PSD is from device (5,2,A) on tile T110204.2 at RTES/Rn = 0.68 (Vbias = 66 μA).
frequencies. Effectively, the PSD is enhanced by a factor of two so that it need only be
integrated over positive frequencies. I take the square root of the resulting PSD to put the
results in units of pA/
√
Hz. A representative example is shown in Figure 4.20.
The 1–10 Hz frequency decade is the primary science band, chosen to reduce exposure
to 1/f noise at lower frequencies and excess TES noise at higher frequencies. Spider will
scan the sky at ∼6◦/s to put the angular scales of scientific interest (1◦  θ  10◦) into this
frequency regime. In Figure 4.21 I plot the level of the science band noise (median of the
√
PSD, 2–8 Hz) for the example device over a range of Vbias values through its transition.
I call this the Noise Equivalent Current (NEI).
This data was recorded in Run 5.1 in data mode=10 using the flightlike low power
MCE and the flightlike filtered VICOR power supply. The data rate=38 and row len=80,
so data packets were written to disk at 498.4 Hz. This readout configuration is roughly
representative of the planned flight configuration, though in flight we plan to use a larger
data rate. The focal plane was viewing the cold load at TCL = 5.7 K, so Q ≈ 0.85 pW, a
bit more than the anticipated flight loading (0.62 pW, Table 4.2). The example device used
in Figures 4.20 and 4.21 is on tile T110204.2 and was read out by mux column 10. The
devices on col 10 exhibited an average Tc = 512 mK, Rn = 32 mΩ and Gc = 17.4 pW/K.
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Figure 4.21: The median value of the measured
√
PSD in the range 2–8 Hz for noise traces
taken at various bias points. The data point from Figure 4.20 is highlighted. Low in the
transition, the device becomes unstable and noise increases rapidly.
This is fairly representative of the current design.
In Figure 4.22 I plot the measured science band noise for all (21) working devices on
col 10. The power-to-current responsivity is a complex function of the time constants of
the system and is difficult to calculate. However, we can approximate the Noise Equivalent
Power (NEP) as simply the NEI multiplied by VTES . In the plots, the top end of the
transition has been cut off as the NEP approximation begins to fail at high RTES/Rn,
introducing an artificial reduction in NEP. We divide NEP by the measured optical response
(dP/dTRJ) to convert to NETRJ . For these devices, dP/dTRJ = 0.15–0.16 pW/KRJ . At
148 GHz, the conversion factor from NETRJ to NETCMB is ∼1.7. Converting from the√
PSD [μKCMB/
√
Hz] to the more palpable sensitivity [μKCMB
√
s] requires division by
√
2
to compensate for our earlier folding of negative frequencies on to positive frequencies. I
plot NET against both RTES/Rn and Vbias.
Because all of the TES’ on a mux column share a common bias, TES biases cannot be
individually optimized. In Figure 4.23 I use a rough metric to examine the resulting noise
penalty. I conclude that with the present levels of detector uniformity the penalty is <10%.
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Figure 4.22: Top left : Noise Equivalent Current (NEI, [pA/
√
Hz]) at 2–8 Hz as a function
of RTES/Rn for all (21) working optically active devices from multiplexer column 10 in
test Run 5.1. Top right : Noise Equivalent Power (NEP, [aW/
√
Hz]), approximated as
NEI×VTES . Bottom left : Noise Equivalent Temperature (NET, in [μK
√
s]). Bottom right :
All TES on a multiplexer column share a common voltage bias. The same NET data is
plotted again here, this time by Vbias. The curves for each device are capped off (with blue
stars) to only show data in the range 0.2 < RTES/Rn < 0.9.
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Figure 4.23: Rough estimator of the impact of device variation on noise performance, using
the same data as Figure 4.22. Left : For each bias point, the number of devices in the
sample mux column with 0.2 < RTES/Rn < 0.8. Right, in black : NET for the column
plotted against Vbias, calculated as the quadrature sum of the NETs of all devices in the
specified resistance range divided by the number of such devices. Right, in grey : The
quadrature sum of the NETs of all devices at RTES/Rn  0.8 divided by the number of
devices. The minimum of the black curve exceeds the level of the grey line by <10%.
Noise Components
Irwin and Hilton [64] provide an excellent review of the relevant TES noise components.
We will now step through some of the primary constituents and evaluate the levels of their
contribution.
The random arrival of discrete photons on a detector adds noise to the system.
NEP2photon = NEP
2
shot + NEP
2
bose
= 2hνQ+ 2Q2(Δν)−1 (4.8)
In Figure 4.24 I compare the measured noise properties of 148 GHz devices that are nearly
dark with those under an optical load Q = 0.83. Based on Equation (4.8), the expected
NEPphoton = 14 aW/
√
Hz, dominated by shot noise. Summing this in quadrature with the
observed dark noise (20 aW/
√
Hz) produces 24 aW/
√
Hz, in agreement with the measured
noise of the optically loaded devices. The anticipated Spider flight loading for 148 GHz
band devices is Q = 0.62 pW (see Table 4.2), so the expected NEPphoton = 12 aW/
√
Hz.
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Figure 4.24: Tile T110204.3 was impacted by a severe etching problem which decoupled
more than half of the bolometers from their antennas. This science band noise data comes
from mux col 13 of Run 5.1, taken with the cold load at 5.7 K. For the working devices
(blue), the average Q = 0.83 pW. For the “dark” devices (black), the average Q = 0.04 pW.
In power units, NEPphoton ∝ √η, but in temperature units NETphoton ∝ 1/√η.
The thermal link between the bolometer island and the substrate introduces phonon
noise, given by
NEP2phonon = 4kBγT
2
c Gc (4.9)
where kb is the Boltzmann constant and γ is a correction factor of order unity that is due
to the temperature gradient across the thermal link. Using the framework and assumptions
of Mather [91], I find
γ =
β + 1
2β + 3
(
1− (Tsub/Tc)2β+3
)
(1− (Tsub/Tc)β+1) . (4.10)
For the (mux col 13) devices of Figure 4.24, β ≈ 2.1, Gc ≈ 16.6 pW/K, Tc ≈ 506 mK and
Tsub = 294 mK, so γ = 0.52 and NEPphonon = 11 aW/
√
Hz.
Thermal agitation of electrons in the resistors produces Johnson noise [65], given by
NEP2Johnson = NEP
2
TES + NEP
2
shunt
= 4kBTcRTESI2TESL−2 + 4kBTshuntRshuntI2TES(L − 1)2L−2. (4.11)
For our example devices, NEPTES = L−1(11 aW/
√
Hz). We believe that L is on order
100
100, so the TES Johnson noise is negligible. The shunt resistor (3 mΩ) is mounted at
Tshunt = 300 mK, so NEPshunt = (RTES/Rn)−1/2(1.7 aW/
√
Hz), which is subdominant to
the phonon noise.
The measured dark NEP (here ∼20 aW/√Hz) is significantly higher than the calculated
phonon noise (11 aW/
√
Hz). The difference (∼17 aW/√Hz, added in quadrature) is not
well understood. It is thought to be the result of aliased excess TES noise and amplifier
noise. Understanding and reducing the unexplained noise is a top priority for Spider. Jeff
Fillippini has led this effort. Summing the calculated phonon noise in quadrature with
the measured photon noise gives 16 aW/
√
Hz. Accomplishing sensitivity at this level would
translate in to a ∼2.3× improvement in mapping speed compared to the currently measured
∼24 aW/√Hz. This would become 13 aW/√Hz (a ∼3.4× mapping speed improvement) if,
in addition, the internal loading were nulled (so Q=0.2 pW).
4.8 Temperature Stability
Temperature changes within a telescope can generate false signals in detector time streams.
Thermal fluctuations of a focal plane or of individual detector tiles change the amount
of power that flows out through the silicon nitride bolometer legs. From §3.4, we know
that (dPlegs/dTsub) = G (Tsub/T0)
β. For G450 = 15 pW/K, β = 2.1, and Tsub = 300 mK,
a 148 GHz detector with dP/dTRJ=0.16 pW/K would respond to a 1 nK change in focal
plane temperature at approximately the same level as a 70 nK change in CMB temperature.
Over a hundred gold wire bonds per tile provide a measured 245 μW/K thermal coupling
between each tile and the detector plate. We do not currently have plans to implement
PID temperature control for the detector plate. Temperature stability is achieved using
stainless steel heat capacity blocks. The measured 3 dB point of the thermal transfer
function between the fridge and detector plate is at 2 mHz.
Most response to FPU temperature fluctuations should be common mode. There are
four dark TES channels and one NTD Ge thermistor on each detector tile. Dark TES
channels are exactly the same as other channels except that the TES’ are not coupled to
antennas, so they may be used to isolate and regress focal plane temperature variations out
of the science data. Bolometers will vary in the level of their response to fluctuations due
to variations in G (at the ∼5% level). We plan to measure G for all science devices prior
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to flight, so in principle this variation can be accounted for if it is necessary to subtract the
effects of FPU thermal fluctuations from flight data.
Side lobes comprise about 25% of the total power of Spider’s antennas. They are
terminated on the cold dark interior of each telescope tube. Variations in the temperature
of the terminating surface can produce correlated signal. Historically side lobe termination
occurred on 4 K surfaces cooled by the main helium tank. Now side lobes are terminated on
a 1.8 K black Lyot stop and sleeve cooled by the superfluid helium tank. This greatly reduces
the optical power that they absorb. A 148 GHz detector with 0.16 pW/KRJ sky coupling
and 0.05 pW/KRJ stop coupling would respond to a 1 μK change in stop temperature at
approximately the same level as a 200 nK change in CMB temperature. The temperature
of the stop will vary in flight due to changes in loading and changes in the superfluid helium
bath temperature with altitude. We know very little about the stability of the system.
Roger O’Brient has recently designed a Gaussian-tapered summing tree that should reduce
the amount of antenna beam power in the side lobes, loosening the requirements on the
temperature stability of the stop.
Drifts in the temperature of SQUID series array (SSA) modules or first and second stage
SQUIDs can produce patterns which are visible across an entire focal plane (including dark
SQUIDs). This was observed when the SSA modules were cooled to sub-Kelvin temper-
atures in the original RevX focal plane design. They did not perform well at these low
temperatures. The SSA modules are now mounted off of the liquid helium cooled stage and
self heat to >5 K with significantly reduced resonance effects and improved temperature
stability. The amplitude of the coupling between the SSA temperature and the detector
readout has not yet been quantified.
4.9 Magnetic Field Response
As discussed in §2.8, the SQUID and TES systems are both responsive to magnetic fields.
Because Spider will travel around the Antarctic continent while spinning and tipping in
elevation, the effects of Earth’s magnetic field will be variable and difficult to model. Exten-
sive magnetic shielding has therefore been incorporated into the Spider instrument. Much
of the shielding design and testing is due to Marc Runyan, and is described in Runyan et
al. [107].
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We test the effectiveness of the shielding in the lab using Helmholtz coils. The coils
are 79 cm in diameter and are centered around the focal plane. Testing is performed along
three perpendicular sets of axes including the primary axis of the telescope. Along the axes
perpendicular to the primary telescope axis the cryostat is too large to permit the spacing
of the coils in the true Helmholtz configuration (one half diameter apart). The coils are
driven in series by a current amplifier with a sinusoidal frequency generator. To calibrate
our results we calculate the expected field strength between the coils in the absence of
shielding. In recent testing (during Run 4.1) the applied fields were around 15 BEarth peak
to peak, modulated at 0.27 Hz. Increasing the fields beyond this point produces significant
inductive heating in the cryostat. The detectors are biased in their transition to include the
possible TES response in addition to the SQUID response. We integrate for ∼12 hr, often
overnight. The housekeeping cables are removed to reduce RF pickup.
The signal is extracted directly from the PSD at the coil current modulation frequency.
Measured response is translated in to units of μKCMB/BEarth assuming commonly achieved
148 GHz band optical response (∼0.1 pW/KCMB). Only 1% of channels exhibited pickup in
excess of 10 μKCMB/BEarth along any of the axes. For detections with a signal-to-noise ratio
greater than 3, the median measured response was ∼2 μKCMB/BEarth along all three axes.
Regression using dark SQUID response or pixel pair differencing may further damp the
contamination of science data. Simulations predict that the measured response to magnetic
fields would produce false B-mode signal at the level of less than 3% of the r = 0.03 B-mode
signal across all multipoles [95]. Magnetic pickup will thus not affect Spider’s ability to
achieve its science goals.
4.10 Summary and Recommendations for Future Work
I summarize the measured performance of 148 GHz band engineering grade Spider detec-
tors and receivers in Table 4.4.
To date, we have 1D far field beam slices for only a couple of pixels (with no 2D beam
maps). In §4.1 I discussed the level of differential beam effects measured in Spider and
in BICEP2. According to simulations, differential pointing produces the only significant
systematic effect. In coming months, we will begin to map the far field beams of entire
telescope inserts. Measuring the amplitude of the differential pointing and confirming that
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Far Field Beams (§4.1)
Beam size σ 14.6’ Spider
Beam ellipticity e = (σmaj − σmin)/σ 3%± 3% BICEP2 [2]
Differential pointing |rA − rB|/σ
{ 2.4% { Spider, 1 pixel
10%± 4% BICEP2 [2]
Differential beam size |σA − σB|/σ
{ 0.6% { Spider, 2 pixels
0.3%± 0.2% BICEP2 [2]
Differential ellipticity |eA − eB|/2 1.2%± 9% BICEP2 [2]
Frequency Band (§4.2)
Band center ν0 148 GHz Spider
Bandwidth Δν = (
∫
F (ν)dν)2/
∫
F 2(ν)dν 41 GHz Spider
Variation in atmospheric gain <5% Spider
Above band response <0.1% Spider
Polarization Efficiency (§4.3)
Cross-pol response ()
{ <2% { Spider
5×10−3 BICEP2 [2]
Optical Response (§4.4)
End-to-end per-polarization response 0.15–0.18 pW/KRJ Spider
Band average efficiency
(∫
η(ν)dν
)
/Δν ∼30% Spider
Direct island coupling 0.004 pW/KRJ Spider
Optical Loading (§4.5)
Antenna-coupled internal loading 2.6 KRJ (0.4 pW) Spider
Island-coupled internal loading 0.01 pW Spider
Atmospheric loading 0.6 KRJ (0.1 pW) Calculated
CMB loading (2.725 K) 0.6 KRJ (0.1 pW) Calculated
Bolometer Properties (§4.6)
Mean, Tile-Tile Var., On-Tile Var.
Transition temperature Tc 520 mK, 2%, 1% Spider
Leg thermal conductance Gc 20 pW/K, 15%, 5% Spider
Normal resistance Rn 30 mΩ, 10%, 9% Spider
Safety Factor Plegs/Q 4–5 Spider
Noise (§4.7)
Device NEPphonon 12 aW/
√
Hz Calculated
Device total NEPdark 18–20 aW/
√
Hz Spider
Device NEPphoton (Q = 0.6 pW) 12 aW/
√
Hz Spider
Device total NET ∼180 μKCMB
√
s Spider
FPU NET (assuming 85% yield) ∼9 μKCMB
√
s Calculated
Shared-bias noise penalty <10% Spider
Temperature Stability (§4.8)
Response to ΔTFPU ∼70 nKCMB/nKFPU Calculated
Response to ΔTstop ∼200 nKCMB/μKFPU Calculated
Magnetic Field Response (§4.9)
X/Y axes <10 μKCMB/B⊕ Spider
Z axis <10 μKCMB/B⊕ Spider
Table 4.4: Summary of current measured receiver performance — 148 GHz band
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it does not rotate with the half-wave plate should be high priorities. These will also be the
first beam measurements made for the 93 GHz band.
In §4.2, I reviewed measurements of the 148 GHz passband and modeled the 93 GHz
passband. The band centers are well placed to minimize optical loading and differential
response to atmospheric emission. There is some room to increase the bandwidth of the
93 GHz band. The first step, though, will be to measure the spectral response of this band
with the new filter design. The ∼280 GHz band will not be included in the first flight of
Spider, so it has not yet been designed or tested. Designing the summing tree for the
280 GHz band will be a difficult challenge, as the scaling down of the antenna structure
leaves very little room for the microstrip summing tree.
The measured polarization efficiency (§4.3) is high (>98%), so no development effort to
reduce cross-polarization response is justified. Rather, to reduce systematic errors in signal
reconstruction, future efforts should focus on precise characterization of the polarization
angles and polarization efficiencies of the actual flight devices.
In §4.4 I developed a model of the loss mechanisms of the system that is nearly sufficient
to explain the observed end-to-end optical efficiency of the 148 GHz band. The most signif-
icant loss is in the antenna sidelobes, which are terminated cold. Development of antennas
with a Gaussian feed structure (now in early testing) should couple more power into the
main beam. The second largest contribution to loss is attenuation along the microstrip
summing tree. The tree cannot be shortened significantly, so this could only be reduced
by finding and substituting a lower loss material for the interlayer dielectric, which would
likely be a very substantial development project (not merited at this point).
The measured internal loading of the receiver in the 148 GHz band is currently twice as
large as the projected CMB loading and atmospheric loading combined (§4.5). A reduction
would therefore produce a significant improvement in the photon noise, which is currently
comparable to the calculated phonon noise. Decreasing internal loading will become a
particularly worthwhile focus if aliased noise is reduced to the point that the total dark
noise is dominated by phonon noise. At this point, despite significant effort, we do not have
a good model to account for the measured internal loading (in fact, it could result from
some small stray coupling to a warm stage in the cold load cryostat). We do know that the
majority of the observed loading scales linearly with the observed sky response, so it must
couple to the bolometer through the antenna. Isolating the source of the loading would be
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informative. If the coupling is with the VCS2 stage, for example, the internal loading may
exhibit notable temporal variation during flight.
The uniformity of device fabrication has reached the point that variation between TES’
that share a common bias line does not significantly reduce the number of devices which
may be simultaneously biased in their transition (§4.6). Further, the measured noise penalty
due to the bias sharing is small. Device fabrication yield (usually limited by shorts to
ground) is generally good. Improvements and experience with the wire bonding process
have reduced the number of bond failures. At this point the most significant fabrication
and packaging issue is simply a shortage of personnel given the monumental combined
fabrication and assembly requirements of Spider and Keck. Important steps are being
taken to shift responsibilities such as MUX screening and wire bonding out of the JPL work
queue. Fabrication and assembly of each receiver takes less than a month, and can occur
in parallel with testing of assembled telescopes.
As designed, Spider’s bolometers achieve a safety factor of 4–5 on the Ti transition
under the estimated loading for the 148 GHz band (§4.6). Some of this safety factor could,
in principle, be traded to reduce phonon noise. However, G cannot be reduced without
saturating the Al transition during lab testing, β has been driven down by the niobium
added to the legs to reduce direct optical coupling to the island, and we have little control
over Tc. The Al TES might be replaced by a higher Tc metal to relieve the lab saturation
constraint, though this would likely be a significant development project. Alternatively, and
perhaps less invasively, small alterations might be made to the Ti deposition process to learn
more about how we might reduce Tc. However, at this point the receiver is not phonon noise
dominated, so the rewards for such efforts are not likely to justify the distraction that they
would present. In the near term, time will be better spent optimizing (perhaps diminishing)
G for the 93 GHz band after the upcoming measurements of efficiency and loading in this
new band. The ∼280 GHz band (not yet designed) will have a larger bandwidth and sky
response than the 148 GHz band, so it may require a larger G.
Reducing noise (§4.7) should be a top priority as Spider moves forward. In particu-
lar, there is a need for better understanding of excess noise, amplifier noise, and aliasing.
Progress has been made in this regard (led by Jeff Filippini), but more work will be required
to reduce the aliased noise to a level comparable to phonon noise. In addition, continued
study of cross talk and correlated signal mechanisms is certainly merited.
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In §4.8 I quantified the expected detector response (and differential response) to varia-
tions in focal plane temperature and cold sleeve temperature. Tests should be undertaken
to probe the response to changes in SSA temperature. We do not yet know what level of
temperature stability we might expect in flight for any of these three stages. Retaining
the option of PID temperature control of the focal planes would be desirable. The effects
of optical loading and the slow exhaustion of the fridge cycle could be quantified using
currently available data from the test cryostat, but understanding scan synchronous effects
will require integration with the gondola. The calculated requirements for the thermal
stability of the cold sleeve are fairly strict, and no thermal filtering is currently designed
into this system. I recommend measurements of the response of this stage to microphonic
excitation and to changes in optical loading. I strongly recommend pursuing the use of the
Gaussian-tapered antenna feed network.
The measured response to external magnetic field modulation has been modeled in flight
simulations, and is now at an acceptable level (§4.9). No additional shielding is required.
The only step that I will recommend is modeling to ensure that the expected response
of six telescopes integrated into the flight cryostat together is comparable or better than
the expected response of the individual telescope inserts as measured in the Spider test
cryostat.
The coming months will be very active as six flight receivers must be built and charac-
terized prior to flight. The simulation effort is quickly expanding to set quantitative limits
on various systematic effects associated with the actual measured performance of the in-
strument. Spider’s major subsystems will continue to be sequentially integrated and tested
together. This chapter primarily addresses the performance of receivers using metrics rele-
vant to independent testing in the Spider test cryostat. Increasingly, the Spider team will
be brought together in the coming months to characterize integrated systems. A shared
understanding within the collaboration of each subsystem will be required for effective in-
tegration. This chapter summarized the combined efforts of the Caltech receiver team, and
was designed to document those efforts for the benefit of the larger Spider collaboration.
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Appendix A
Definitions and Methods
A.1 Optical Efficiency
Optical efficiency (η(ν)) is a unitless measure of the fraction of the power incident on a
device that is detected by the bolometer.
The radiated power from a pure black body is given by
PBB =
∫
2hν3
c2
1
e
hν
kT − 1
dνdAdΩ. (A.1)
Spider’s detectors are polarized, so we drop the factor of two when quantifying efficiency.
For a single-mode diffraction-limited receiver,
∫
dAdΩ = c2/ν2. We thus define the optical
efficiency such that the power absorbed by a device when viewing a beam filling black body
of temperature T is
Q =
∫
η(ν)
hν
ehν/kT − 1dν. (A.2)
To derive optical efficiency we measure PJoule on transition at a variety of different
blackbody load temperatures. The focal plane temperature Tsub is kept nearly constant.
From Equation 3.1,
ΔQ = −ΔPJoule + ΔPlegs  −ΔPJoule. (A.3)
Variations of Tsub within a data set are generally on order 0.1 mK, measured by the Cernox
thermometer mounted on the focal plane or by silicon NTDs mounted on the detector tiles
(thermometers in good agreement). The correction term ΔPlegs is therefore very small.
Assuming G450 = 17 pW/K, Tsub = 300 mK and ΔTsub = 0.1 mK, it is on the order
|ΔPlegs| = 0.001 pW. I include this small correction in my calculations, but will drop it for
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Figure A.1: (Left) F (ν) is measured by FTS, and arbitrarily normalized. (Center) A simple
linear fit to the data taken at different load temperatures determines the normalization pref-
actor “a” according to Equation A.4. (Right) The calculated prefactor is used to normalize
F (ν) to find η(ν).
the remainder of this section.
A complete measurement of optical efficiency requires passband measurements to define
the spectral shape of η(ν). Fourier transform spectroscopy (§4.2) provides an unnormalized
passband F (ν). Using Equations A.2 and A.3, we find
η(ν) = aF (ν) = − dPJoule
d
(∫
F (ν)hν(e
hν
kT − 1)−1dν
)F (ν). (A.4)
The prefactor a is calculated by a simple linear fit to the data. As an example, in Figure A.1
I examine my measurements of the device designated by JAB080529 (3, 2, B).
In the event that spectroscopy is not available, I isolate the magnitude of the integrated
optical response from the details of the spectral response by defining
η0 ≡
∫
η(ν)dν
0.25ν0
, (A.5)
where ν0 is the target band center. I choose this definition because the target bandwidth is
25%. Then
Q  η0
∫ 1.125ν0
0.875ν0
hν0
ehν0/kT − 1dν, and (A.6)
η0 = − dPJoule
d
(∫ 1.125ν0
0.875ν0
hν(e
hν
kT − 1)−1dν
) . (A.7)
This is a good approximation assuming hν/(ehν0/kT − 1) does not vary significantly over
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the passband, which is true unless there is significant response out of the primary band.
Sometimes we wish to express optical response with units of power over temperature.
However, the absorbed power is not linearly related to the physical temperature. To work
in these units we therefore instead convert the incident power in to a Rayleigh-Jeans “tem-
perature,” given by
TRJ ≡ k−1(0.25ν0)−1
(∫ 1.125ν0
0.875ν0
hν0
ehν0/kT − 1dν
)
. (A.8)
This is not an actual physical temperature. It corresponds to the temperature of the ide-
alized Rayleigh-Jeans source (hν  kT ) that would radiate the same amount of power
in a 25% wide band around ν0 as our actual blackbody source. Just as was done above,
|dPJoule/dTRJ | is calculated using a simple linear fit to the data (see, for example, Fig-
ure 4.17).
We often quote |dPJoule/dTRJ | in tabulations of measured optical response. These values
can be expressed in terms of η using
η0 = (0.25ν0k)−1
∣∣∣∣dPJouledTRJ
∣∣∣∣ , and (A.9)
∫
η(ν)dν = k−1
∣∣∣∣dPJouledTRJ
∣∣∣∣ . (A.10)
A.2 Alternative Methods for Calculating Internal Loading
The More Robust Method
This technique uses all of the same data sets associated with the basic method and requires
two additional data sets. Each additional data set consists of load curves taken at a variety of
focal plane temperatures (∼10 different temperatures between the fridge base temperature
and the device saturation temperature). One set is taken on a dark run (Q  0), and the
other is taken on a cold load run at a constant (preferably low) cold load temperature.
Each of these two data sets can be used to fit the parameters of thermal conductance (see
Figure 3.12 for a reminder). The results should agree. For the cold load data, the constant
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Figure A.2: The optical load Q absorbed by devices in the cold load configuration introduces
a simple DC offset in PJoule (independent of Tsub). The curve for the dark data intercepts
the temperature axis at Tsub = Tc, so the projected PJoule for the fit to the cold load data
is −Q at Tsub = Tc.
nonzero optical power introduces a simple DC offset in power (−Q).
PJoule = Plegs −Q (A.11)
=
GT0
β + 1
{(
Tc
T0
)β+1
−
(
Tsub
T0
)β+1}
−Q
We can extract Q from our thermal conductance fit for the cold load data (Figure A.2).
Q = −PJoule for fit projection at Tsub = Tc (A.12)
A little algebra produces another equivalent expression for Q,
Q =
GT0
β + 1
[(
Tc
T0
)β+1
−
(
Ti
T0
)β+1]
, (A.13)
where Ti is the temperature axis intercept for the curve fit to the cold load data.
The optical power Q is the sum of the loading from the cold load and the internal
loading. We subtract the cold load contribution to calculate the internal loading,
Qint = Q−
(
dP
dTRJ
)
TColdLoad,RJ . (A.14)
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This alternative method reduces statistical errors by using ∼10× as much load curve data
as the simple method. In addition, it greatly suppresses systematic errors due to small
inaccuracies in electrical calibration factors (e.g., wiring resistances, SQUID gain) that
may bias PJoule in different ways from one run to the next. For example, a calibration
uncertainty resulting in a 5% disagreement in powers between dark data and cold load data
would result in an internal loading systematic error of 0.05*PJoule (or about 0.15 pW) using
the simple method. Using this alternative method the systematic error would simply scale
the loading result, so the effect would be no more than 0.02 pW for optically coupled pixels
and 0.002 pW for dark TES.
Without Dark Data
Generally, without dark data there is no way to break the degeneracy between internal
loading and Tc. However, there are four dark TES (not coupled to antennas) on each tile.
Dark TES exhibit very low internal loading (see Appendix B.10). Neglecting this small
loading, we can calculate Tc for the dark TES using only cold load data. For dark TES,
the correction due to optical response to the cold load is small (∼1 mK, see Appendix B.8),
but we make it anyway.
Tc =
[
T β+1i,dark +
T β0 (β + 1)
G
∣∣∣∣ dPdTRJ
∣∣∣∣
dark
TColdLoad,RJ
]1/(β+1)
(A.15)
The dark TES bolometers are fabricated in the same way as the optically coupled devices,
so they should exhibit similar values of Tc. We can therefore, with some caution, take the
average measured Tc for the dark devices and substitute it into Equation A.13 to calculate
the loading Q for the optically active devices.
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Appendix B
Measured Detector Parameters
In this Appendix I tabulate some of the measured device parameters of Spider engineering focal
planes. “Run” is a sequential designation of cryogenic focal plane test programs. Each fabricated
tile is afforded a designation delimiting the fabricator who produced it (JAB=Bonetti, T=Turner,
K=Kenyon), the date of its completion (YYMMDD), and the order of completion on that day.
Individual devices on a tile are designated by their physical location on the tile (column, row) as
well as their polarization (A or B). See Figure B.1. When properties are catalogued for an entire
tile, the median value is given.
C
ol
 1
C
ol
 2
Row 1
Row 2
TES ATES B
Figure B.1: Left : Convention for designating rows and columns on a tile. Row 1 is closest to
the wire bond edge. Multiplexer coordinates are different from physical coordinates. Two
physical columns are read out by each multiplexer column (4 mux columns per tile).
Right : TES B is connected to slots that are parallel to the wire bond edge of the tile, and
responds to polarization perpendicular to the wire bond edge. TES A is connected to slots
that are perpendicular to the wire bond edge, and responds to polarization parallel to the
wire bond edge.
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B.1 Aluminum TES Tc and Rn
Here I tabulate my measurements of the transition temperature (Tc) and normal state resistance
(Rn) of the aluminum TES.
Run Tile Median Median
Designation Al Tc Al Rn
[mK] [mΩ]
2.0 T100122.2 1330 556
2.0 JAB100104.1 1373 1111
2.0 JAB090323.1 1331 650
B.2 Titanium TES Tc and Rn
Here I tabulate the measured superconducting transition temperature (Tc) and normal state resis-
tance (Rn) of the titanium TES. These values were calculated by me (Runs 1–4) and by Becky
Tucker (Run 5). Starting in Run 5, the geometry of the Ti TES was intentionally redesigned to
lower the normal resistance (to improve noise performance).
Run Tile Median Median
Designation Ti Tc Ti Rn
[mK] [mΩ]
5.0 JAB110106.1 511 31
5.0 JAB110106.2 523 27
5.0 T110204.2 512 32
5.0 T110204.3 506 34
4.0 T100707.2 541 74
3.1 JAB100503.2 532 68
3.1 T10040505.7 521 46
3.1 JAB100316.1 508 88
Run Tile Median Median
Designation Ti Tc Ti Rn
[mK] [mΩ]
2.0 T100122.2 N/A 74
2.0 JAB100104.1 N/A 68
2.0 JAB090323.1* N/A 61
1.1 JAB090330.1 497 51
1.1 T090323.2 515 47
1.1 T090323.1 515 48
1.1 JAB090323.1* 501 55
* The discrepancy between Run 1 and 2 in measured resistance values for this tile is not understood,
and may be the result of a calibration error in one of these early runs.
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B.3 Leg Thermal Conductance
Here I tabulate the measured parameters quantifying the thermal conductance of the Si3N4 legs
that isolate the bolometer islands (Equation 3.7). These values were calculated by me (Runs 1–4)
and by Becky Tucker (Run 5) using the procedure described in §3.4. In Runs 2 and 3 some tiles
were fabricated with an intentional mix of two different kinds of devices, designed to differ in G450
by a factor of two. Starting from Run 4, tiles have been intentionally fabricated with lower thermal
conductance (G450 ≈ 16 pW/K). At the beginning of 2010, we began to add a layer of niobium on
the silicon nitride legs to reduce the direct coupling of radiation to the TES island. This had the
effect of lowering β from about 2.5 to about 2.1. It is not our standard practice to measure the
properties of the silicon nitride legs at Al transition temperatures (including G1340 and β), but we
have measured them on several occasions. These parameters are not relevant to science operation,
but do impact the saturation power (Psat) of the aluminum transition, which affects our ability to
make measurements with the window open to the room (300 K) and with the beams coupled to hot
blackbody sources.
Run Tile Median Median Median Median Median Median
Designation G450 Ti Gc β on Ti G1340 β on Al Al Psat
[pW/K] [pW/K] [pW/K] [pW]
5.0 JAB110106.1 15 20 2.2 N/A 93
5.0 JAB110106.2 17 23 2.0 N/A 100
5.0 T110204.2 14 17 2.1 N/A 73
5.0 T110204.3 13 16 2.0 N/A 73
4.0 T100707.2 16 24 2.1 N/A
3.1 JAB100503.2 30 | 16 43 | 23 2.2 N/A
3.1 T10040505.7 28 | 14 38 | 19 2.1 N/A
3.1 JAB100316.1 37 | 19 48 | 24 2.2 N/A
2.0 T100122.2 35 N/A 2.0 484 2.5 181
2.0 JAB100104.1 32 | 16 N/A 2.3 505 | 251 2.5 208 | 103
2.0 JAB090323.1 26 N/A 2.5 443 2.6 164
1.1 JAB090330.1 24 31 2.6 N/A
1.1 T090323.2 24 35 2.7 N/A
1.1 T090323.1 19 28 2.5 N/A
1.1 JAB090323.1 26 34 2.6 N/A
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B.4 TES Uniformity
Spider’s readout is multiplexed. There is a single line biasing the 33 TES’ in each multiplexer
(mux) column. Uniformity is important so that a good bias can be chosen for each column such
that all of the devices are in a stable and responsive part of their transition. Here I tabulate my
measurements of the standard deviation of various device parameters. The quoted values are the
yield-weighted averages of the standard deviations of the parameters within the four mux columns
that read out the tile.
Run Tile Ti Tc Ti Rn G450 β
Designation Average Average Average Average
Mux Col Mux Col Mux Col Mux Col
σ/mean σ/mean σ/mean σ/mean
4.0 T100707.2 0.5% 10% 5% 2%
3.1 JAB100503.2 1.2% 8% 8% 2%
3.1 T10040505.7 1.4% 8% 6% 2%
3.1 JAB100316.1 0.8% 5% 4% 2%
2.0 T100122.2 N/A 8% 4% 5%
2.0 JAB100104.1 N/A 14% 2% 3%
1.1 JAB090330.1 0.9% 7% 13% 5%
1.1 T090323.2 0.8% 5% 6% 4%
1.1 T090323.1 0.6% 4% 6% 4%
1.1 JAB090323.1 1.3% 9% 4% 6%
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Histograms and maps of Tc and Rn for a representative tile. The maps are in actual physical
coordinates, with the two polarizations (A and B) shown in triangles.
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Histograms and maps of G450 and β for a representative tile. The maps are in actual physical
coordinates, with the two polarizations (A and B) shown in triangles.
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B.5 Optical Response of 145 GHz Devices (No Telescope)
Here I tabulate the optical response of individual 145 GHz devices from my measurements in the
single-pixel optical test bed. This measurement coupled the antennas directly to a black body with
no lenses and only minimal filtering.
Measured Device Designation η0 dP/dTRJ [pW/KRJ ]
07/31/09 JAB090310.1 (5, 2, A) 41%* 0.200*
07/26/08 JAB080312.2 (2, 2, A) 79% 0.385
07/26/08 ” (2, 2, B) 74% 0.363
05/20/08 ” (2, 6, A) 81% 0.396
* This device may had an 8 kΩ (warm) electrical short from antenna to ground plane.
B.6 Optical Response of 99 GHz Devices (No Telescope)
Here I tabulate the optical response of individual 99 GHz devices from my measurements in the
single-pixel optical test bed. This measurement coupled the antennas directly to a black body with
no lenses and only minimal filtering. There is notable (unexplained) variation in response between
the different tiles. Devices from K080114.1 have <10% more bandwidth than the other wafers; not
nearly enough to explain the difference in response.
Measured Device Designation η0 dP/dTRJ [pW/KRJ ]
07/31/09 JAB081205.1 (4, 2, B) 42%† 0.139†
04/14/09 ” (4, 5, A) 38% 0.126
12/18/08 ” (4, 2, A) 47% 0.153
10/06/08 JAB080529 (3, 2, B) 38% 0.124
08/21/08 K080114.1 (3, 2, A) 59% 0.193
08/21/08 ” (3, 2, B) 58% 0.191
06/26/08 ” (3, 3, A) 58% 0.191
† This device was measured differently from the others. Looking out of the cryostat window, alu-
minum TES load curves were taken viewing the 300 K room and then a 77 K LN2 bath.
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B.7 Optical Response of 148 GHz Tiles Through Telescope
Here I tabulate the median optical response of 148 GHz tiles coupled through telescope optics in the
Spider test cryostat. These values were calculated by Jeff Fillippini (Runs 1, 5) and by me (Runs
2, 3) using the procedure described in §4.4.
Run Tile Designation η0 Median Avg. Mux Column
dP/dTRJ [pW/KRJ ] σ/mean
5.1 JAB110106.1* 2% 0.010 N/A
5.1 JAB110106.2* 2% 0.009 N/A
5.1 T110204.2* 30% 0.150 N/A
5.1 T110204.3* 1% 0.005 N/A
3.0 JAB100503.2† 19% 0.095 18%
3.0 T10040505.7 34% 0.172 16%
3.0 JAB100316.1 35% 0.180 20%
2.0 JAB100104.1 33% 0.162 22%
2.0 JAB090323.1‡ 31% 0.156 10%
1.3 JAB090330.1 22% 0.111 N/A
1.3 T090323.2 23% 0.115 N/A
1.3 T090323.1 23% 0.113 N/A
1.3 JAB090323.1‡ 24% 0.119 N/A
* Over etching with XeF2 attacked the Nb microstrip ground plane on these tiles.
† SiO2 ILD ICP-HD-PECVD (inductively coupled plasma, high density plasma enhanced chemical
vapor deposition). This was an experimental ILD deposition process, and is no longer used.
‡ The discrepancy between Run 1 and 2 in measured optical response for this tile is not understood,
and may be the result of either improved efficiency of the optical train or a calibration error in one
of these early runs (see B.2).
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B.8 Optical Response of Dark TES Through Telescope
Here I tabulate the optical response of dark TES (not coupled to antennas) in the Spider test
cryostat. These values were calculated by Jeff Fillippini (Runs 1, 5) and by me (Runs 2, 3) using
the procedure described in §4.4.
Run Device dP/dTRJ
Designation [pW/KRJ ]
5.1 T110204.2 (1, 1, A) 0.0027
5.1 T110204.2 (1, 1, B) 0.0036
5.1 T110204.2 (8, 1, A) 0.0037
5.1 T110204.2 (8, 1, B) 0.0037
Run Device dP/dTRJ
Designation [pW/KRJ ]
3.0 JAB100503.2 (1, 1, A) 0.0037
3.0 T10040505.7 (1, 1, B) 0.0018
3.0 ” (8, 1, A) 0.0034
3.0 ” (8, 1, B) 0.0036
3.0 JAB100316.1 (1, 1, B) 0.0034
3.0 ” (8, 1, A) 0.0035
3.0 ” (8, 1, B) 0.0034
2.0 JAB100104.1 (1, 1, B) 0.0021
2.0 ” (8, 1, A) 0.0023
2.0 ” (8, 1, B) 0.0021
2.0 JAB090323.1* (8, 1, A) 0.0035
2.0 ” (8, 1, B) 0.0030
1.3 T090323.2 (1, 1, B) 0.0037
1.3 T090323.1 (1, 1, B) 0.0035
1.3 ” (8, 1, B) 0.0028
1.3 JAB090323.1* (1, 1, B) 0.0037
1.3 ” (8, 1, A) 0.0040
1.3 ” (8, 1, B) 0.0042
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B.9 Internal Loading of Telescope (148 GHz Tiles)
Here I tabulate the median internal loading of 148 GHz tiles from measurements in the Spider test
bed described in §4.5. These values were calculated by Jeff Fillippini (Run 1) and by me (Runs
2–5). There are two main components of internal loading. One is associated with direct coupling of
radiation to the TES and is experienced by all devices, including dark TES (see Appendix B.10). The
other is associated with antenna pickup and is linearly correlated with the optical response dP/dTRJ .
A figure of merit quantifying the strength of this second (much larger) signal is catalogued in the
last column of the table. This figure of merit decreased in Run 3 when the cold sleeve was added.
It decreased again in Run 5, perhaps due to the removal of on optical fiber intended to port optical
signals to the focal plane from an IR diode mounted on VCS2 (80 K).
Run Tile Designation Median Avg. Mux Column IL−ILdarkdP/dTRJ
Loading [pW] σ/mean [KRJ ]
5.1 T110204.2 0.41 4% 2.6
5.1 T110204.3 0.41 7% 2.6
3.1 JAB100503.2 0.38 8% 3.0
3.1 T10040505.7 0.56 6% 2.9
3.1 JAB100316.1 0.63 7% 3.1
2.0 JAB090323.1 0.73 N/A 3.8
1.3 JAB090330.1 0.52 N/A 4.3
1.3 T090323.2 0.51 N/A 4.1
1.3 T090323.1 0.49 N/A 4.0
1.3 JAB090323.1 0.50 N/A 3.8
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B.10 Internal Loading Measured By Dark TES
Here I tabulate the internal loading of dark TES (not coupled to antennas) from measurements in
the Spider test bed described in §4.5. These values were calculated by Jeff Fillippini (Run 1) and
by me (Runs 2–5). This component of the loading is believed to be associated with direct coupling
of radiation to the TES. It increased in Run 2 when we inadvertently failed to install the 12 cm−1
high pass filter in the optical train. Between Runs 2 and 3 the TES island geometry was changed
to reduce this coupling, However, dark TES loading was elevated again in Run 3, perhaps by the
optical fiber installed in that run to port optical signals to the focal plane from an IR diode mounted
on VCS2 (80 K). In Run 5 this fiber had been removed and dark TES loading was found to be at
the level of only ∼0.01 pW.
Run Device Designation Loading
[pW]
5.1 T110204.2 (1, 1, A) 0.01
5.1 T110204.2 (1, 1, B) 0.03
5.1 T110204.2 (8, 1, A) 0.01
5.1 T110204.2 (8, 1, B) 0.01
Run Device Designation Loading
[pW]
3.0 JAB100503.2 (1, 1, A) 0.09
3.0 T10040505.7 (1, 1, B) 0.06
3.0 ” (8, 1, A) 0.06
3.0 JAB100316.1 (1, 1, B) 0.06
3.0 ” (8, 1, A) 0.07
3.0 ” (8, 1, B) 0.07
2.0 JAB090323.1b (8, 1, A) 0.13
2.0 ” (8, 1, B) 0.13
1.3 T090323.1 (8, 1, B) 0.06
1.3 JAB090323.1b (1, 1, B) 0.04
1.3 ” (8, 1, A) 0.02
1.3 ” (8, 1, B) 0.05
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B.11 Tile to Tile Band Center Uniformity
99 GHz Band Centers
Band centers of five individual devices measured in the single-pixel optical test bed using Fourier
transform spectroscopy. One full 99 GHz tile was measured in the Spider test cryostat coupled
through 148 GHz optimized optics. The dispersion between different tiles is a couple of GHz. Since
these tiles were fabricated, the filter has been intentionally changed to lower the target band center
by 6% from 99 to 93 GHz.
Measured Device Designation Band Center [GHz]
Run 2.1 JAB100107.1 Tile Average 99
12/18/08 JAB081205.1 (5, 3, B) 96
07/26/08 JAB080529 (3, 2, B) 99
01/28/08 K080114.1 (3, 1, A) 100
01/28/08 ” (3, 1, B) 98
06/26/08 ” (3, 2, B) 97
145 GHz Band Centers
Band centers of individual devices measured in the single-pixel optical test bed using Fourier trans-
form spectroscopy. The dispersion between different tiles is a couple of GHz. Since these tiles were
fabricated, the ILD thickness has been intentionally changed to raise the target band center by 2%
from 145 to 148 GHz.
Measured Device Designation Band Center [GHz]
05/18/09 JAB090310.1 (8, 5, B) 144
04/15/08 JAB080312.2 (2, 4, A) 149
04/15/08 ” (2, 4, B) 150
10/06/07 T070611.1 (?, ?, B)* 146
09/20/07 ” (?, ?, A)* 147
09/20/07 ” (?, ?, B)* 146
* These devices were not labelled by row and column at fabrication delivery
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